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SAN TA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1907.

VOL. 44.

NO. 19.

that a petition signed by 100 taxpayers
The report of the Committee on
of
In any county and the members of the
Judiciary favoring the passage
TO
STOCK
MARKET
Board of County Commissioners, conHouse Bill Number 168, an act regu
victs not to exceed twenty-fivmay be
lating the use of waters for mining
and milling purposes was read and upemployed In improving and building
roads ln any county within a radius
on motion seconded and carried the
STORY
T
GOES
of five miles from the court house of
report was adopted. The bill then
vote
voce
viva
House
the
seat.
The expense of
'by
any county
passed
on motion of Mr. Beach.
guarding the prlsonprs shall be borne
The report of the Committee on
by the counties.
t
The
want in New Mexico
Penitentiary, Mr. Green, chairman,
of a thoroughl revision of the Terrifavoring the passage of House Bill
torial laws, is met by the appropriaHouse-1- 71 Number 145, an act providing for an
tion bill which provides that the folIndeterminate sentence was read and
upon motion of Mr. Beach seconded
lowing shall bo authorized to revise
the laws: R. E. Twitchell. of Las
and carried, the report was adopted.
The bill was read In full the third
egas; Elmer E. Studley, ot Raton;
time and there followed some discusBenjamin Read, of Santa Fe; E. W.
VISIT IS
GENERALLY
MONDAY sion as to its provisions "with the re- HEAVY DECLINES GENERAL SPRINGS
APPROVED Dobsou, of Albuquerque; E. C. Abbott, MANY
ORDER
SPECIAL
of Santa Fe, and Colonel Georee W.
sult that Mr. Gallegos moved to 'table
Pilchard, of Lincoln. All are practhe bill indefinitely. This motion did
not prevail and the bill was there Western Railroad Shares
Over
all
ticing attorneys of high standing at
She
By
Prove
Act
People
to
Territory
Washed Out and
Attempts
Spiess
the bar of this Territory and are com- Bridge
to the Committee
upon
Conser-Whil- e
Its
For
Liberal
Yet
Her
Said Defendant Beat
Train Plunged Into River
on Judiciary on motion of Mr. Beach, Bore Brunt of
petent In every way for the task thus
Reported Favorably in
An appropriation of $14,000
Imposed.
who said it needed work along legal
Fell 10 Points.
in Paris.
yative Terms.
AH Streams Raging.
Council.
Group
to pay them for the work and of
lines.
for
expenses is made. Malaqulas
The report of the Committee on JuDespite the statements of tho
March 13. Another
New
York,
New York, March 13. Jamos Clinch
Martinez, of Taos, is designated as InTHE HOUSE.
Lancaster,
Pa., March 13. The
diciary on House- Bill Number 159, an
anti-Requerque Journal and other
Stanford White's brotber-lnterpreter and translator at a salary of worst flood since 1S73 swept over Lan35th Day Nigh Session, March 12. act relative to community ditch off- break occurred in the stock markot
There was no new develop inw u.ns nniind nimln ns a witness in publican papers to the contrary, the $2,000.
un- icers, recommending its passage, was today.
caster early today. The water Is over
The House did not
was
the pike and the south and west ends
til 8 o'clock owing to the slowness ol read and upon motion seconded and ment to account for the heavy selling the Thaw trial this morning. He was general appropriation bill which
liberal
are
yet
equally
necessary
by Counsel reported by the Finance Committee to the following appropriations for the of the city are inundated. The police
members in arriving. Speaker Baca carried, the report wa3 adopted. The but It was generally attributed to the briefly
and
afternoon
Ious
tne
yesterday
Delmas.
and fire departments are rescuing the
support and maintenance of public
presided. When the Chief Clerk read bill was read In full the third time and immediate needs of the money
Abraham Hummel was the next wit- - which passed that body with only five
the roll, the following were absent: passed the House by viva voce vote
people from the second story windows
Union Pacific stock fell five points, ness called by District
Attorney dissenting votes, Is liberal in Its pro
of their houses.
Mr. Moran, Denniston, Ruppe, Lucero, on motion of Mr. Holt.
New
Mexico
of
College
Agriculture
and U. S Jerome.
on Amalgamated Copper 3
Jerome asked: "Did Mrs. visions and makes no discriminations
Sanches of San Miguel, Studley.
The report of the Committee
Heavy Rains In Pennsylvania.
and Mechanic Arts $15,000; New MexIn addition, other stocks Thaw toll vou that Thaw wanted to political or otherwise.
The Speaker announced
having Judiciary favoring the passage of Steel 2
March 21 Dispatches
Pittsburg,
ico
of
School
Mines
an
$15,000;
.with
in
a
number
It embodies
nlace him in the
addition,
from all sections of western Pennsylsigned the bills previously reported, House Bill Number 120, an act rela- showed heavy declines. About 450,000 ininrn White and
additional
for
$2,500
the
publication
and that Thaw had of matters of vital interest to tho
enrolled and engrossed by the com' tive to private claims of Individuals shares changed hands the first hour. penitentiary
of a geological survey report
trans vania report heavy rains and rapidly
Break Ended in Panic.
her time and time asaln to rltory, and is a work of art as a mat
on waters under control of the Reclamittee having that matter in charge.
streams. Much Territory Is alferred
the
to
current
fund; rising
expense
on
ter
The
of
Committee
had
he
conditions
became
legislation.
to
Tho
certain documents
panlcy by swear
Mr. Holt then moved that House mation Service, was read and upon
ready submerged.
of
Mexico
New
an
$20,000,
University
Mr.
which
Holt, chairman,
Bill Number 142, the original draft of motion of Mr. Holt, the report was noon and prices fell away In a demor- prepared Involving White and chars- Finance,
State of Ohio Flooded.
al- - increase of $2,000 over the preceding
the appropriation bill, be tabled in- adopted. Mr. Holt said; the bill was alized fashion under the forced liqui- lug that he had drugged and ruined has been working for over a week
Columbus, Ohio, March 13. Flood
two fiscal years; New Mexico Norma!
on
this
deserves
most
her
of
beaten
dation
constantly
bill,
the
had
Thaw
and
loans,
that
in
wiping
her,
effect
calling
by
Its
definitely. This motion prevailed, by one of the most Important
School at Silver City $15,000; New conditions prevail nearly all over the
tho greatest commendation.
a
vote of 17 ayes, 1 nay. Mr. on the people of New Mexico, yet con- out of margins and the throwing upon because she would not sign these
Mexico
Normal University at Las Ve- state of Ohio. The worst storm ln
In
the form
The bill is known officially as
He sidered by the House. He said it had the market of collateral
Abbott, of Colfax, dissented.
New Mexico Military In- - years visited Bridgeport last night
$15,000;
gas
Counsel Delmas immediately ob House Substitute for House Bill Num
stated that in voting for the substitute been drawn at the Instigation of the of loans.
titute at Roswell $10,000; New Mex and at Barton houses and stores are
enIn
were
severest
then
a
142.
and
The
In
losses
to
addition
ber
for
argument
did
high
jected
Service
long
he
Reclamation
at
bill
the afternoon session,
providing
attorneys of the
flooded.
Zaneville, Springfield
and
The sued between him and Jerome.
the usual current expenses and other ico Insane Asylum at Las Vegas, soand prior to the expenditure of about sev- grade western railroad stocks.
so under a misapprehension
are partly flooded.
Logan
much
as
be
needed
$60,may
there,
In
Hill
about
Her
Thaw Beat
Paris,
group of stocks dropped
wanted to go on record in opposition en million dollars by that department
appropriations, it provides for a more
Train Into Washout.
"If her story is true," continued rigid Inspection of coal oil, naming 000; Miner's Hospital at Raton $5,000;
to the bill.
He said the bill ren points each.
in this Territory.
Three men were drowned and part
his- - Clarence T. Stockton of Colfax Coun- - Institute for the Blind at Alamogordo
In
"I
of
know
the
of
Enormous.
Sales
it
Shares
Jerome,
as
nothing
dissension
without
of a freight train, Including the enBy unanimous consent the following should pass
The fluctuations became very wild tory of literature more sublime than ty, Eugenio Romero of Las Vegas, and $12,500; Reform School In Rio Arriba
was a measure for the general good.
Mils were Introduced:
gine and five cars, were submerged
Dumb
and
Deaf
$5,000;
Asy
County
railher
afternoon.
this
Nescbit's
of
in
blocks
L.
Santa
coal
Roman
Baca of
Evelyn
Heavy
Fe, as
House Bill Number 220, by Mr. The bill was then read the third time
near Harmarsville, on the West PennChildren's
Fe
lum
at
Santa
$7,500;
a
of
of
love
who
man
her
road stocks were thrown upon the renunciation
ail inspectors, thus dividing the terBeach, an act to amend Section 5, in full and upon motion of Mr. Holt market
sylvania Railroad today, as the result
Home at Belen $4,500.
voce
indiscriminately for what they we are told was paying honorable rltory into three districts and giving
Chapter 2, Laws of 1905, relative to missed the House by a viva
for of a bridge being washed away duo
The following appropriations
would
court
to
her.
she.:
But
to
Pacific
fell
Union
in
returned
each
full
his
away
bring.
jurisdiction
inspector
the amount of the debt of Valencia vote.
charitable institutions and hospitals to a rapid rise In Deer River.
Tho House then adjourned until 2 nine point3. One million eight hun- America on October 24 and on October respective counties.
The freight which entered the
County assumed by Torrance County
are included in the bill:
27
was
in
office
with
she
Hummei's
were
dred
thousand
shares
and twenty
This section is lengthy since It de
when said county was created. The p. m. weonesaay.
bridge
got no further than the second
Fe
at
Santa
Vincent's
St,
2
Hospital
sold up to
me man wno su now says ni.neu uur flnes minutely the duties of these in
o'clock.
,
THE COUNCIL.
bill was read the first and second time
Before the
$3,G0O, with an additional appropria- span when it gave away.
uiere-Bi- i
in
13.
mid
aiu
uiui
March
iMi.upe
spectors tne dutles of those Selling tion of $5,000 for a new building; engineer, fireman and brakeman upon
by title and ordered printed and re- 36th Day Morning Session,
ner
naa
um
nao
oeaten
inaw
Coun
stripped
Pursuant to adjournment the
olI) now the oll la to be lnspected
on its third reading under suspension
ferred to the Committee on Judiciary.
Grant County Hospital at Silver City the forward part of the train realized
, cil met this
morning at 10 o'clock, of the rules and passed the Council her with a whip because she refused 30,(, an(j handle(1i etc.
House Bill Number 221, by Mr.
what had happened the bridge went
$1,800; Sisters of Mercy Hospital at
io mKn
pm.fr accus.ng vuue oi
A featu,.e f the bm wWch 8Quul(1
an act regulating Interest. The President Spiess in the chair. The by unanimous vote.
down, carrying the engine and cars
Ladles'
Silver
$1,800;
Hospital
City,
m
ma luviimms iiu
uue, meet wlth th(J mm generai approval
uting never
bill was read the first and second Chaplain offered the invocation and
Council Bill Number 105, by Mr.
who
were
at
$2,000; Eddy County Hospi and the three trainmen
Demlng
narmeu
ner.
sub
sam,
an
all
oJ
the
roll,
a persons nterested In educatime 1y title and ordered printed and the Chief Clerk read
drowned.
Miera, an act to build an addition to
Carlsbad
at
$1,800;
Orphan's
tal
of
a
number
Jerome
then
read
iaige
tlonal mattm ln & seRtlon which pro.
Ohio River on a Tear.
referred to the Committee on Finance. swering present The Journal was ap the Capitol, an executive residence
u.e auojeui ui vi(1fi f.p . Tftrrltor,a, TnsHtntlnna School at Santa Fe $5,500; Woman's
House Bill Number 222, by Mr.
proved without reading, on motion of and purchase certain lands therefor. ueoMuus uranus upouto
aid
for
in
Fe
Santa
Board
Trade
Ohio, March 13, Heavy
of
Cincinnati,
show that the Bond
lasue of $ll25jooo, said bonds to
The bill was read the first and second introducing evidence
an act for the relief of Torrance Mr, Chaves, seconded and carried
in building a public library $1,000; electrical and rainstorms throughout
of
statements
had
made
out
witness
En
and
Enrolled
on
1907. The funds
The Committee
be dated
1,
time by title and referred to the ComCounty. This bill provides for an adRelief Society at Las Vegas $3,000; the Ohio Valley did much damage last
court which did not agree with the from the July
sale of these Territorial
ditional Territorial loan to TorranCe grossed bills, Mr. Dalles chairman, re mittee on Territorial Affairs.
Sisters'
Albuquerque night. The Ohio River and its tribule
ma
statements
court.
Hospital at
in
for
bonds are to be used for permanent
Council Bill Number 106, by Mr.
County for court purposes of $4,000 ported that Council Substitute
$2,400;
Gallup Hospital at Gallup taries are rising steadily and the lowWould
to
Settle
an
act
Plea.
1,
Number
Bill
pun
educa
Council
of
Territorial
to
an
Insanity
act
new
of
Mlera,
five
Improvements
for a period of
pay expenses
years under the
S2.000: Sisters of Loretto at Taos lands are already covered,
In this
"The proposition I made to the court tional Institutions as follows:
usual conditions. By a recent act the ish certain crimes and Council Joint counties, this mil provides for a
of Loretto at Las Cru city before midnight an unprecedented
Sisters
$1,800;
Is
funds
"If
Jerome.
C,
continued
very simple,"
Resolution Number
providing
mills in new
University of New Mexico $35,000; ces $1,000; Sisters of Loretto at Mora
special levy of 3
Legislature provided for a loan of
burst upon the city, flood
Mexico Military Institute, $20,
to Torrance County for court pur- for a Coronado memorial had been counties to pay current expenses for fcvoiyn .Nesuit aid not tell Thaw thlsK-eing the streets and for a time the
$1,000.
rein- - 000:
reason
The
Paris
the
in
Ms
for
and
enrolled
story
Las
engrossed.
at
the
first
The
was
Vegas,
Normal
bill
Mr.
dijly
read
the
University
Holt
year.
poses,
explained that there
The following penitentiary appro storm checked all car traffic. Much
first and second time by title and in sanity disappears. If she did not tell Ujo.ooO; Normal School at Silver City
were several Important murder cases port was adopted.
scattered damage is reported,
are included:
priations
him
the
'
postthis
utory
and
hypothetical
$io,000; College of Agriculture
A message from the House was re- full on Its third reading under sus
pending in Torrance County and that
su
assistant
$2,000;
Superintendent,
tion
which
on
the experts have based Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park, $35,- Judge Edward A. Mann desired to hold ceived. Chief Clerk Staplin ot the pension of the rules and passed the
I contend 000; School of Mines at Socorro, $15,- perintendent, $1,200; physicial, $000; NO MORE RECORD
a special term of court In June to try House reported to the Council nine Council by unanimous vote on motion their opinion disappears.
chaplain, $300; yard master, $600; cell
author!- - ooo.
the
law
under
and
under
the
of
Mr.
Mlera.
adSubstitute
cases
these
and that therefor the
teen bills, Including House
BREAKING RUNS
housekeeper, day, $480, night, $450;
1 have
a
ties
have
I
that
im
be
right
quoted
These funds will
used for
Mr. for House Bill Number 142, the genditional loan was necessary.
Council Bill Number 107, by Mr.
two assistant cell housekeepers, each
to
ttvis
a
woman
show
nade such
Holt moved the suspension of rules. eral appropriation bill, passed by the Dalles, an act providing for experlproving tho present facilities of these $420; clerk and storekeeper, $600; two Railroads to Lengthen Passenger
statement outm. wswwrt out unaer schools, for additional
The bill was read the first and second House since Monday afternoon.
buildings,
Schedules With View to Economy
captain guards (day and night), $480
U
time by title and In full on Its third
f
lk.
(iaM--i
The "Conimittofl
Adverse Legislation Cause.
eachr engineer and cqlotriclan, when
ttre
was
'iursnraa
bill
TIae
read
same.
Lai ug a..d it then passed the House
here.
as she told
tinns. is a section which gives t watn ior an cict", j
Chaves chairman, reported iavorauu second time
5jnn:
transordered
and
title
by
ui ft viva voce vote withoutdisse.n-.necess lanen.
.Uouoo Bill- - Nuinuer z, suuumi"s
iegis- ten rtav euards. $3,600; four nlgnt day Bays.member of the
' "
and referred to the ComWestern railroad officials are disco
flon.
bond issue by unincorporated towns lated, printed
Counsel Delmas asked that a recess latu-- Assembly the right to select by guards, $1,440; one matron, ?wu; wr
out the running time of fast trains
The report of the Committee on Ju- for sanitary purposes, me repou oi mittee on Judiciary.
be taken until this afternoon as he competitive examination or otherwise, maintenance, $35,000.
Council Bill Number 108, by Mr.
are the appropriations tor with a view to greater economy ln
diciary favoring the passage ot House the committee was adopted.
want his argument interrupt- - aiSo the boards of county commianot
Following
did
act relative to territorial
their operation. A meeting to discuss
Bill Number 123, an act regulating the
The Committee on Territorial Ai- Dalies, an
hv the luncheon recess. Jerome Linnors students under certain re- Territorial officials:
bill was read the
new passenger schedules has been
instruction,
scholar
public
practice of pharmacy, etc., was read fnirs. Mr. Mlera chairman, reponeu depositories. The
receive
shall
who
the
by
suggesting
request
amended
Superintendent
sections,
time by title and or
called for today.
men$1,50U;
tomorone
until
salary
above
and, upon motion of Mr. Holt, sec favorably Council Bill Number s. an first and second
the
asistant,
be
taken
of
Uhins
recess
$2,000;
free in any
that a
Adverse Legislation Responsible.
onded and carried, the report was act providing for support of Indigent dered translated, printed and referred row in order to give him time to for- - onR(i institutions and an additional district attorneys, $5,000; salary atto the Committee on Finance.
pas
It is stated that tho
made to torney general, $3,000; stenographer
is
adopted. A number of amendments poor in charitable hospitals, me rehis
of
question.
$12,500
mulate
hypothetical
appropriation
Council Bill Number 109, by Mr.
recommended by the committee were port was adopted.
ordered an ad- - pay the expenses of these students for and clerk attorney general, $1,00; sal- senger legislation in the different
Fitzgerald
Justice
relative to funds for
tates has brought about the necessi
read and adopted. Mr. Beach moved
The same committee reponeu un Dalies, an act
a term of four years each.
ary Territorial auditor, $2,400; clerk
journment until tomorrow morning.
of conserving revenue everywhere
Territorial
ty
that the bill as amended be considered favorably recommending the passage county teachers' Institutes and for
will
salary
for
$1,200;
bill
which
auditor,
One section of this
railroad officials
read In full, which motion prevailed. of a substitute for Council Bill Num- Other purposes. The bill was read
endorsement treasurer, $2,400; clerk Territorial and that western
most
with
generous
meet
The bill then passed the House on ber 22, an act relative to marriage. the first and second time by title and INDICTED OFFICIALS
is the treasurer, $1,200; Territorial librarian, believe a general lengthening in train
New
Mexico,
of
voters
the
from
ordered translated, printed and re
motion of Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe,
The report was adopted.
FAIL TO APPEAR nrovision for the election of the dis $720: salary and expense penitentiary schedules is advisable.
on Educa
No More Record Breaking Runs.
District Court,
The report of the Committee on JuThfi Committee on Territorial ai- ferred to the Committee
trict attorney of New Mexico Dy m board, $1,500; Judges
;
It
is reported that schedules are
District
Court,
clerks
nelection
diciary opposing the passage of House fairs reported favorably Council Bill tion.
$12,000;
oonnio nt the next general
Columbus. Ohio, Has SensatioCouncil Bill Number 110, by Mr.
now
$1,200;
prepared in which the time
being
Court,
Bill Number 11G and recommending Number 48. known as the Spiess Ann
clerk
Supreme
nnrt their selection by the Council tin
Feared That Accused Men Have
the passage, of a substitute bill was fiamhlina Bill and recommended Its Murray, an act to amend the present
Territorial Board of Equalization, $1,- of all fast trains between Chicago and
elected
Suicide.
be
Committed
as
may
time
they
a
til
such
Omaha and Kansas City is Increased
read and, upon motion, seconded and passage as a substitute for House Bin game and fish law. The bill was read
This is similar to the measure now 000: salary adjutant general, $1,800;
title and
about two hours and the time between
$2,400;
auditor,
carried, the report was adopted.
traveling
Number 138, by Mr. Sanches, of Taos, the first and second time by
salary
ln the Judiciary vjomuuuee
rv,ii,mhiis nhin March 13. The neurit
and reordered
translated,
re
printed
mo
$1,200;
salary
Chicago and Denver five or six hours.
auditor,
act
the
clerk
an
bill
for
traveling
prohibiting gambling,
This is a
providing
c.nntin.ial riisamiearance of Charles Lf the Leeislative Council which
on
Territorial
Committee
to
the
ferred
Gov
was
The time from Chicago to the pa
$1,500;
to
committee
aaopteu
Governor,
registration of births and deaths. The port of the
E. Burr, one of the members of the known as the district attorney oiu oi secretary
Affairs.
for three cific Coast is Increased nearly half a
$250;
ernor's
messenger,
substitute bill was read the first and upon motion of Mr. Duncan, seconded
une.
tor
House Bill Number
The following bills came up on sec Board of Public Service, indicted
U. S. Land Commission, day under the new schedule. A numsecond time by title and in full pre and carried.
The bill abolishes the BureRU of Im members
bribery by the special grand jury, has
At-- ond reading:
Territorial
on
for locating engineer for ber of the local trains are to be dls
Committee
Tho
$500
Mr.
to
Its
each;
Trujlllo
mim-n- t
passage.
paratory
on nrovlding instead iui
is to
Number
Bill
105, relative to led to fears that he has commuiea
House
Bin
council
said
commission, $1,200 with $150 for continued and this local work
moved to table the bill indefinitely falrs reported favorably
Edward Moriarty, former immiirratlon agent and designtlng
suicide.
was
read
bill
The
bees.
of
trains.
en
the
fast
an
Inspection
done
be
Territorial
for
by
exDenseB:
Mr. Oallegos moved to amend the mo Number 57. an act provldng
of health, Max. Frost as- such for a term of two contiueent
time by title and In full secretary of the city board
tion to table Mr. Trujillo's motion in Increase In the number and pay of the the second
embezzlement is also years. He Is to receive a salary oi gineer, $2,000.
for
indicted
of
under
on
suspension
third
was
reading
For the militia expense of officers TAFT TO ATTEND
definitely. The amended motion pre mounted police force. The report
$1,600 a year which includes merit aim
the rules. It then passed the Council missing.
additional and men during encampments, $2,700
The bill then passed the adopted.
vailed.
an
and
hire
stenographer
11 ayes, 1 nay. Mr. Dalies
FILIPINO ASSEMBLY
with an additional $500 for traveling
Mr. Gallegos
The same committee reported favor by a vote of
House as amended.
appropriation ot $z,uuu ior exV"
'
PYPI
expenses of the adjutant general
moved that the original bill be tabled ably House Bill Number 83, an act to dissenting.
House Substitute for Council Bill
tf War Will Be present
ament Section 2402 and
indefinitely, which motion prevailed,
KILLING SIX ficial Is too well known to need recom- - rent and maintenance of armories, $2, Secretary
an act relative to reports
Session Convenes
When
First
1G2.
the
done
The report of the Committee on Ju 187, Laws 1897, relative to municipal Number 49,
by
mendatlon as the work
by corporations was read the second
Election In July.
The Territorial library was Included
Report was adopted.
two years in
the
dlclary favoring the passage of House corporations.
MoreGot
Than
past
bureau
Police
They
during
Russian
referred to the Com
Ith an appropriation for printing Su
The same committee reported favor- time in full and
Bill Number 146, relative to practice
inducine immigration to this Territory
Bargained For While Searching
on Judiciary on motion of Mr.
Court records of $1,800; fol
Washington, March 13. Secretary
and
preme
in the Supreme Court, was read and ably Council Bill Number 79, relative mittee
benefit
incalcuable
of
heen
has
Room of Student.
of In- Cameron, seconded and carried
counties
Incidental
Taft's
of
$1,000;
proposed visit to the Philipamong
books,
cuidistribution
to
and
carried
seconded
purchase
motion,
upon
has resulted in the reclaiming by
The following came up on third
In
September to attend th"
$800.
pines
nexpenses,
acrethe report was adoped. Amendments come from forest reserves. ' The re.TJnsoln
ui
13. ivm.wv.v...
Mnrr.h
Mvntlnn nf thousands Ot
-'
...IUI 111.' ,
of
the first Philippine As
miscellaneous
reading:
in
item
chief
the
The
was
opening
to the bill were read In full and, upon port
adopted.
toil a v were search- - mevW desert land.
Amended House Bill Number, 2 rel whiio tha nnllee
office of fund is $10,000 for the Territorial fait sembly has directed attention towards
motion of Mr, Holt, they were adopted - The Committee on Irrigation, Mr.
the
abolishes
measure
student
a
The
rooms
occupied by
ative to Issuance of bonds for sani ing the
for ser the new eglslatlve body to be created
by viva voce vote. Mr. Holt explained Stockton president, reported favorably
officer of public ' printer, providing in neu to be held at Albuquerque;
In
unincorporated a hnmh fiXDloded. killing an
of
for the Islands.
House
to
vices
Representatives,
that the bill had been carefully drawn Council Joint Resolution Number 7, tary purposes
secretary
Territorial
three -nolicemen and thereof that the
...v.
towns. The bill was read in. full the itm
The assembly will consist of sixty-oni.t i,..
me Telesforo Mirabal, $300; Juan Santisin- - shall contract for an printing witu
- were
by the attorney general and members extending thanks of the Assembly to
Six
others
civilians.
two
Council
the
by
time
third
and
members and in a general way
contin
service
passed
Fred
$150;
reclamation
ot
the
Baca,
officials
$150;
tevan,
of the Supreme bench and moved that the
publisher or publishers of daily pa
jured
to the American
will correspond
it be considered read as amended and in charge of the Hondo project. The unanimous vote.
In this Territory at rates speci gent expenses superintendent of pub
pers
Council Bill Number 43, providing
for House of Representatives. The Philiplic
$700;
stenographer
man
Instruction,
more
do then pass. This motion prevailed report was adopted.
are
which
bill
fied
in the
an additional pine Commission will correspond to
The Committee on Judiciary re for. support of Indigent poor, etc., was ENGINE RAN DOWN
and the bill passed the House by viva
reasonable and which will eliminate said office. $600. with
In full the third time and passed
read
fiscal
for
the
with
$400
year; con the United States Senate. The elecamendments,
present
voce vote.
.....
ported favorably,
ELECTRIC CAR all the expenses of a public printer,
vote.
unanimous
tions will be held July 30. Taft will
Council
the
travel-luby
to
abolish
and
pro
Number
45,
expenses
Bill
traveling
The report of the committee favor- Council
Convict labor for the betterment tingent
Council Substitute for Council Bill
$2,300 $500 available dur- start for the Islands In .August and
auditor,
of
public
ing the passage of House Bill Number ceedings by quo warranto. The re Number
and
improvement
general
in
22, relative to marriages The On Grade Crossing Near Los Angeles
ing present fiscal year; traveling ex the first assembly will convene
176, an act providing for the bringing port was adopted.
roaas ana nignways, is a
nt F ften In lured
t.a,a
The Australian ballot sysfor
September.
Territorial
$400;
The Committee on Judiciary re bill defines groun.ls upon which perengineer,
penses
mc
of suits In certain cases, was read and
common interest since u ia dub ui
Will Ole.
sons nuv le preu sited from ma:
tem will be used ln .the election.
upon motion of Mr. Holt seconded and norted favorably Council Bill Number
most useful ways m wnicn convicis contingent expenses and clerk hire
In full the third time
was
read
It
of
3448
Section
to
amend
Territorial
$2,000 $675
act
secretary,
verm
- can be
carried, the report was adopted. Mr. 76. an
FIftneir
13.
Mflrclt
..
during
employed
Annies
f!nf '
t
. ...
I
.
and upon a motion to pass the measaOV"
'
Hudspeth opposed the bill, . although the Compiled Laws relative to change
ine dm contains available during present fiscal year; BANK PRESIDENT
',anna wnr .niahftd nf other- - oi imprisonment,
ure, the Council refused to pass the
tax books, etc., $1,700; bills
he stated that he had promised Its of venue. The report was adopted
intiiroA short v
. oner mid- i several -provisions moreiui. ik oi.w. printing
Ob w idu ,t,.iv
5 ayes, 7 nays.
KILLS HIMSELF
mes
uauJj . ... ...
A message from the' Governor was bill by a vote of
Pa- - fles that convict labor shall be usea In Spanish, $3,000; Governor's
author not to do so. Mr. Holt deSouthern
i.rht
a
when
was made against the provi "'S""
,
f sage ln Spanish, $2,000; Page Otero
fended the bill in a short speech and received and filed with the Chief jection
m
,!,
'
a
crasnea
cuuiuiuu
i""""""
uiuiucu
into
sion preventing
first cousins, from ciflc freight engine
for unpaid expenses as game warden, No Cause Known for Suicide of Promsaid the House had already passed Clerk.,
street car at the railroad crossing me v;.amino neai m
inent Canton, Ohio, Financier-No- ted
The Committee on Finance reported marrying. The 'bill was then
$1,000;. C. W, Pierce as stenographer
.
am
similar legislation. Upon a roll call
ana
to
o,uuu
p
Park. Twn of the inlured
appropriates
to the Committee on Judiciary.
aa Sheep Breeder.
comto
House
Investigation
special
vote the House declined to pass the favorably House Bill Number 126, mitted
wors.
mg me expense oi ims
, .
13. Horace
At 11:50 o'clock, the Council went will probably die.
Canton, Ohio, March
mittee, $125.
a
bill, the vote being 8 ayes, 13 nays, relative to Jury service. The report
liuiu
sueuiu
iur
provides
uisuwhj
The
''
session.
message
executive
of
Into
the FarmC.
was
Is
McDowell,
president
hand
Bernalillo
of
adopted.
again
County
Those voting aye were 'Mr. Abbott,
MUSICIAN IS
Aiamogorao to tne aacramento moun
ers Bank of Canton, shot and. killed
The following new bills were intro- from the Governor was read nominat FAMOUS
cou- somely remembered in the appropria
Santa Fe, Mr. Abbott of Colfax, Mr.
to
db
tains
in
BY
uiero
CLAIMED
DEATH
uouniy
"
ing Alfredo M. Sanches of Las Cruces,
Rio himself at ihis country home five miles
Aldrlch. Mr. Beach, Mr. Biernbaum, duced:.'
13.
Frit mruciea oy convict laDor ana pi- - tions for the Improvement of the
March
Philadelphia.
north of this city this morning. Mcfor
set
that
aside
$4,000
Grande,
and Mr. Council Bin" Number 104, by Mr, now connected with the Department
being
Mr. Holt. Mr. Studley
thereror.
of Agriculture at Washington, to be om,oi mtidnctor of the famous Phlla- priates $10,000
civil
to
was known throughout Ohio a
an
act
relative
Dowell
Martinez,
Huds
Mr.
Uoon
of
motion
Sneaker.
i gmwrei mwren. iu
riainhiA Orchestra, d ed here today ata breeder of high class sheep.
The bill was read the first
on Page Eight)
(Continued
mo
in
lne
O'"1
"
peth, the bill was then tabled lndeflmonth's
illness.
a
ter
yimunuu
ieiniuij
(Continued on Page Blglit.)
and second time by title and In full
nitely by a vote of the House.
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such literature as we Dave in stock
will be glad to send out copies of "Ho!
To the Land of Sunshine," if you can
furnish this ofllce with 500 or 1,000
copies.
"We are glad to do anything we
can for New 'Mexico and are perfectly
willing to send out everything that we
may be able to obtain that will en
lighten the people on your glorious
will help
country. If our
the general cause and you will furnish
us with such literature as you have
we shall take pleasure in sending It
out to all Inquiries we may receive
about your country. If you care to
furnish us with these books you can
have them delivered to our agent at
Santa Fe for shipment to this office.
"Yours truly,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE

NEW

MEXICAN

MAX PROST, Editor.

Entered

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

as Second Class Matter
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Postoffloe.
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2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six month
Weekly, per quarter
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The New Mexican is the oldest ue wspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
h
'are and growing circulation
every poatofflce In the Terrltor nd as
vmong the intelligent and progressive peopie oi me iSouthweat.

A1EX10AJN,

5ANTA TE,

LEGISLATIVE
PROCEEDINGS
The following are the full proceedings of yesterday afternoon's session
of the House:
THE HOUSE.
35th Day Afternoon Session.
March

12.

Pursuant to adjournment, the House
met at 3:45 p. m. Speaker Baca In
the chair, A delay In convening had
been caused by a caucus of the Republican members. The chaplain offered the invocation and the chief
clerk read the roll all answering 'present. Upon motion seconded and carried, the journal of the. previous day
was ordered approved without read-

from the Council was
received.
UNIONHfejLAQEI.
Assistant Chief Clerk Kelly of the
CON"THAT FOOL OKLAHOMA
Council informed the House that the
VENTION."
Council had duly passed:
were
The Oklahoma Democrats
House Bill Number 54, an act relaTERRITO
OF
SUPPORT
LIBERAL
CONDITIONS IN THE PRESENT
of law; House
given rope enough and did the thin;; tive to
RIAL
INSTITUTIONS.
ASSEMBLY.
was expected. The CO days of Bill Number 85, relative to blackmail;
that
The New Mexican takes no stock their constitutional convention have House Bill Number 104, an act relaIt is a condition and not a theory,
In the howls and yelps of the tax- - ben fooled
away by the hundred Dem- tive to estates of deceased persons;
that
Citizen
the
thinks
Albuquerque
dodgers and of the knockers. When ocrats that composed It. It is still in House Bill Number 113, relative to
is the situation in the present Legis- ever you find one of these opposed to
session, although the federal appro- street sprinkling; House Bill Number
lative Assembly. The New Mexican's fair and liberal appropriations to Ter priation for Us support has been ex- 124, an act relative to payment of
ritorial Institutions, educational and hausted. The Democratic delegates
employes with script by corporations;
Albuquerque contemporary is right. charitable and scratch
him, you will expect to be paid by the Oklahoma House Bill Number 1G2, relative to
as
with
dealt
he
they
must
Conditions
find that he is a tax dodger of the treasury while the twelve
Republicans sale of lands in certain cases; House
are. Romancers and theorists may first water and of the most pronounced In the
body have gone home. These Bill Number 1C7. relative to sale of
think otherwise, but practical and type, and does not pay on
latter have prepared a very excellent liquors on trains; Council Substitute
of the taxable property constiuition'which
or
they have forwarded for Council Bill Number 17, relative
thinking men know the above to be
he owns and for the protection which to the President at Washingon. The to bonds
Is
Citizen
The
rule.
universal
by public officials; Council
the
the laws of this commonwealth give hundred Democratic members of the Bill Number C7, relative to special
of the
discussion
In
Its
correct
quite
him. The
Legislative body are still wrangling, quarreling evles for court house and jail; Coun
situation, and the editorial In Its last Assembly should not take the noise and disputing over Jim Crow ques- cil Bill Number 90, exempting gasoline
and tions and other
The naptha, etc., from provisions of pres
Monday's Issue presents this so and shouts of these tax dodgers
silly notions.
New knockers, for the will of the peo- Oklahoma condition should prove a ent, coal oil law; Council Bill Number
the
that
and
sensibly
plainly
of
the
or the expressions
majority good lesson to New Mexico, although 98, an act to
Mexican very cheerfully reproduces it ple
repeal Section 8, Chapter
of the decent and respectable citizen- - there never was any danger that anyIS, laws of 1903, relative to office of
for greater dissemination and that the
hip of New Mexico. Well meaning thing of the kind could happen in a game warden; House Joint Memorial
people might know. Says the Citizen: and
public spirited citizens will be constitutional convention of this terri- Number 9, was road and referred to
"The Citizen is of the opinion that
.
found ready and willing to pay taxes tory, as the Republicans are sure to
the Committee on Judiciary. It pro
the people of New Mexico, as a genfor the support of these institutions, have a
In such a body for vides that the President of the Unieral thing, fully understand the condimajority
these taxes are properly and years to come.
ted States shall request the Depart
tion of matters and parties In the provided
There Is no
ment of Agriculture to investigate the
Territorial Legislature. The majority beneficently expended.
where
in
this
town
or
Territory
of the members are straight Republi- city
The appropriation bill as finally Salton Sea and if it is found that the
Is located.
Institution
Territorial
cans. They were elected as RepubliHouse sea produces additional rainfall and
whose citizens 'would not rather in passed by the Legislative to
cans and by Republicans, and they
the moisture in New Mexico, the sea shall
Is
liberal
last
night
crease their taxation a little In order
be taken in charge by the government
are and have been true to their party,
all
kinds,
of
institutions
Territorial
to keep them, than reduce It and to
its principles and its organization.
indeed it provides for extension of and maintained and enlarged as
Of
manyare
there
them.
course,
lose
The Secretary of the
That they will remain to the end ol
of nearly public 'benefit.
who live in the country and buildings and betterment
is instructed to forward to
the session, true to the party, its prln people
them
and
institution
Territory
gives
every
who claim to get but little from these
clples and its organization, goes withabout what their boards of regents the President at Washington, a copy
nstltutions, who from wrong motives
out saying.
faculties of the memorial.
are honestly opposed to liberal dona- - and the presidents of their
"The minority in the Legislature
By unanimous consent the Commithave requested as necessary and propis
That
'institutions.
for
these
ions
consists of three Incongruous elefor tee on Finance, Mr. Holt, chairman,
and
for
maintenance
er
buildings
to
human nature. The greatest good
ments. Democrats, elected as such
will be reported House Bill Number 112, the
the greatest number, however, should the coming two years. This
and fully expected to oppose everyand general appropration bill. The report
tax
the
to
news
bad
dodgers
be the principle to govern and the
committee recommended that
thing Republican; three Republicans, New Mexican
will gov- knockers, but the good people, those cf the
that
it
hopes
elected as such but who were ex
who have the best interests of the the original bill be not passed but that
matters.
in
ern
and
these
prevail
at heart and who desire a substitute hill he passed by the
pected to act with the minority; and a There are no
surplus Territorial In Territory
few members elected as Republicans
Mexico
to be in the van of pro- House, and that 1t be at once made
New
one or two of
and of whose fidelity no doubts were stitutions, although
order of business. On motoo top heavy. That gress and advancement will approve. the special
are
little
a
these
of Mr. Holt seconded and carried,
entertained, but whom the minority is a fault, that can be
remedied It looks as if the bill will become law tion
easily
are hoping to Influence.
be more than a the report was adopted. Mr. Holt
and in the main does not do much and as if there would
"Even with the last element, the
then moved that the bill be read the
s
It.
for
majority
at
harm. For instance, the people
control of which by the minority the
fl73t and second time by title and in
in southern Grant County
Citizen will not yet believe to have Ijordshurg
full the third time under suspension
" 'Give the
to
kick because they have no county seat
the
printing
public
been secured, the heterogeneous and
cf the rulo3 and at the same time
and because they have no Territorial lowest bidder,' screams the 'Morning
called for the "previous question
incongruous mixture known as the institution. That is
understood.
should
Journal. Really, Danny, you
easily
which prohibited debate. This mo
minority has not been, cannot be and A county seat
they will get In due take this matter up immediately with
will not be, able to secure any Legts
The bill was read.
tion
prevailed.
course of time and they may have a the Bernalillo Board of County Comthe
lation. The utmost they can do Is to
some time or missioners and have them remedy Mr. Sanches of Taos, moved that dlu- institution
Territorial
at
block legislation which the people debill in Spanish be
other. This commonwealth is grow matters. They forgot to ask for bids, reading of the
sire and which the majority, repre
with. This motion prevailed
ing, and while every hamlet cannot you know, when you were awarded pensed
Mr.
Holt
then moved the passage o
senting the majority of the peoplp, be
supplied, several more localities your present contract for county
are endeavoring to secure.
bill,
the
calling for the "provlou
will come in in due course of time for printing." Albuquerque Citizen.
nke for instance, among many
Mr. Hudspeth wanted the
question."
these benefits, for benefits they are
the
and
gang bill
Danny Macpherson
others, these three Important meas and benefits the
tabled Indefinitely. Mr. Holt's mn
want.
That
Mornpeople
that controls the Albuquerque
ures the
tion was placed before the House a id
bill, the rail there will be some criticism by yellow
ing Fakir always see splinters in Mr.
road rate bill and the appropriation
Hudspeth called for the roll. The
sheets that have nothing to lose and other's eyes, but pay not the least heed
bill.
vote of
The first two the majority in
and tur- to beams In their own eyes. From the liill passed the House by a
strife
to
by
gain
everything
the House have passed. "Will the ma
Those who opposed
18 ayes, 5 nays.
to
advancement
of
by
moil,
establishment
the Albuqueropposition
very
the bill were Mr. Hudspeth, Mr. Mor- jority be able to pass thorn through and
progress, by unjustly aud unfair que Morning Fakir It has been known
the Council? If so, they become laws,
Mr. Mullens, Mr. Ruppe, and Mr,
an,
men and measures, by as a yellow sheet of "greed, graft and
and the majority will deserve the en ly attacking
leaders venom," for sale to the highest bid- .'alter.'.
and
party
slandering
libeling
tire credit. If they fail, the minority
The House then took a recess until
and members of the Legislative As der, no matter how low or base.
will be responsible for the failure, be7:30 o'clock
"',
not
will
do
who
their
bidding,
cause they are majority measures sembly
M
as
bo
but
that
considered
sure;
Welsh Rabbit.
to pass a law placing a
and the minority, must bear the blami may
6,xmcs imniuer oi tneni, win Legislature
Mix twij tublespoonfuls of butter,
"W1 "i'l itt
large amount of patronage In the
the
action
of
in
the
approve
Assembly
f
wtltxriweti prepared. It Is liberal
teaspoonful of salt, a little
to ail the Institutions of the Terri- being liberal and fair not extrav- hands of the Territorial Board of Edu- cayenne In
pint of milk. At
the
cation,
of
including
for
appointment
the liberal suptory. Tills, too, is a Republican ma- agantin providing
the boiling point add one pound of
twenty-fivschool
jority measure and the House will port and maintenance of these Insti- the Roswell Register-Tribun-superintendents, grated cheese. When a smooth paste
is not and cannot be doubted
says is formed, cover toasted bread wltb
pass it overwhelmingly,
Will it be- tutions,
com a law? Again, as before, everv by fair minded men who are at all very forcefully and convincingly: "All the cheese and serve hot.
acquainted with 1ho situation as it of the people except some teachers
one knows that failure can be
brought exists!.
and others not familiar in New Mexico
a coin
A Lac of Rupees.
the
only tnrough
minority.
and with the office of county superin
A lac of rupee!) menn.-- 100.000
i ne passage of this bill will
rupees.
redound
tendent
are
against changing the office As the rupee varies In value, there Is
to tne credit of the majority, its Ho. MORE APPRECIATION OF THE
to the appointive list. An
no
appointed
fixed
WORK
sum
OF
will
feat
THE BUREAU OF
equivalent to a lac. At
bring down upon the minority
governor appointing a board to ap- the nominal value of a
the just indignation of an
IMMIGRATION.
rupee, 50 cents,
outraged
other men to make other ap a lac would mean
point
public.
$50,000.
We will see what we shall
The mail received by the Bureau of
is
too
pointments
far from the
getting
see.
Immigration in this city is constantly people who
pay the freight."
Women Warrior.
hi mis Din, mere is an annual
ap on the increase. It comes from all
Women In china have the privilege
or ?2U,000 for the New sections of the United States but the
of fighting In the wars. In the rebelDuring the month of January, 190
Mexico University;
a special annrn. bulk is from people living in Texas,
me decrease of passenger lion of 1850 women did as much fight-lunriation of $.15,000 for Improvement of Kansas, Missouri and
despite
Oklahoma.
as men. At Nankin In 1853 about
university plant; and $4,000 for dyke Evidently the eyes of many people travel on account of the taking up of
protection. This is certainly dealing east of here are turned New Mexico- - railroad passes, there were killed on 500,000 women from various parts of
the railroads of the United State3 128 the country were formed Into brigades
.generously with Bernalillo, because ward,
persons and 240 persons injured. The of 13,000 each under female officers.
from this county men sent to the
All kinds of questions are asked by wrecks
included 23
IS de Of these soldiers 10,000 were picked
Legislature
have been
working all kinds of peopie and all kinds of railments and 3 firescollisions,
women, drilled and garrisoned In the
and
explosions.
against tne Republican majority all answers have to be made. Each apcity.
were
trains
four
either
or
the way through. Is it not time that
wholly
par
plicant receives a copy of the bulletin
they should stop and ask themselves entitled "Ho! To the Land of Sun- uiiuy ueinousnea by fire. The rail
Plaster of Paris.
roads
blame
most
of those disasters
what they have secured by this
When plaster of parts Is used for
shine," and bulletins concerning the to the
of modern union lainferiority
course? Every man who goes to the
particular counties which he may ask
mendiug cracks in plas.terlug, mix It
while the public is
disposed to with vinegar Instead of water. It will
legislature goes as the represents for unless the editions are exhausted.-T- bor,
Blame bad management
The
i.tt, be more easily worked with.
tive of the district which elects him
people who ask concerning the probably lies midway between,
these
and he Is expected, as well as In duty climate, especially, the bulletin "How two
explanations.
Human Faced Clock.
Cured Myself of Consumption in
bound, to secure such legislation as
A clock with a human face is the
will be for the largest benefit of his New Mexico" Is sent and to those who
"The
Bureau
of
Immigration win work of a clockmakor in St. Petersdistrict.
But a few more days of desire information concerning mining,
not he abolished and neither will the burg. The hands are
pivoted on the
legislative life remain, and the three a bulletin entitled "New Mexico
nose. At midnight the eyes close and
men from Bernalillo County are asked Mines," 1905, is mailed. The revised mounted police, as miblio
has come overwhelmingly to the front the mouth yawna. About 2 In the
what have they secured for the peo- edition of the book "To the Land of
in ravor of both, and the sentiment in mornlug the mouth emits a
440
gentle
200
ple they are supposed to represent? Sunshine"
illustra
pages,
the Legislature Is rather to
should
and
Is
help both snore. This Is done by means of n
exhausted
and this institutions
they
tions,
Absolutely nothing,
nearly
than to do awav wltb phonograph In the interior.
know that the minority can give them book Is no longer sent upon applica
either." Roswell Register-Tribunnothing. What should be their course tion, unless the postage Is paid. The
The Territorial Bureau of ImmigraWhere Titles Are Secure.
on the appropriation measure, which supply of maps of the Territory which
tion is certainly wanted by the peoThere are no known pretenders to
contains so much for Albuquerque the Bureau procured in 1904 Is also
Will they continue their fight on po- exhausted and no more of that issue ple, Its usefulness and value being uni- Asiatic er African thrones, titles or aulitical matters, In which this county of maps published by the general land versally recognized. The mounted po- thority for the very simple reason that
lice has done some good work hereto- In those continents It has been for long
has absolutely no concern, and thus ofllce can be furnished.
fore and under certain restrictions years customary to decapitate a preFive editions of the booklet "Ho!
bring about the defeat of the very
tender In testimony of the better title
measure which concerns us so much? To the Land of Sunshine" containing and good command will do valuable
of his successful rival.
"There will undoubtedly be a veiled Information for the homeseeker and
The
do
Legislators
not
in
to
seem
forces settler
New Mexico, and a synopattempt by the
have
Anoient Rome' Wall.
to persuade the representatives from sis of the United States land laws, thought of a general meat Inspection
In the time, of Augustus Rome was
at
law
this
session, although a muthis county to do that very thing, and have been Issued, each revised and
entirely surrounded by a high wall
it behooves us all, who have the wel onlarged, and 13,000 copies liave so nicipal meat and milk Inspection bill which was
twenty miles In clrcumfer.
fare of our city at heart, to Insist far been distributed. The sixth edi- has passed one House, nor has any- ence.
been
thing
done
to
now
our
In process of preparation
upon
supplement the
representatives lining up In tion is
the interest of Albnquerque. Should and will he issued shortly. This will pure food legislation of Congress nor
The New Mexican Printing Company
to
surround the sale of poisons' and
they not do this, It will certainly be also contain a map showing the averis prepared to do the best of brief
very difficult for them to explain the age rainfall in New Mexico and the Poisonous COnCOCtlOnS With SJlfefrnnrH
work in short order and at very reasreasons for their not securing for Al average temperature
In isothermal that will protect the ignorant or the onable rates.
Lawyers, who desire to
creauious
from
harm.
Is
These are all have their briefs
buquerque that to which she
justly lines. The value of this booklet may
printed rapidly and
for
subjects
constructive statesmanentitled, and which It Is possible for be easily gauged by the contents of a
correctly and to present them to the
our representatives to secure by the lottor Just received by the Bureau ship of a high order and with which
Supreme Court now In session her
exercise of good judgment In casting from C. L. Seagraves,
colonization many state legislatures are coping on time, should call on the New Met-lca- n
at
this
successfully
to
of
the
Santa
very
the
Fe Railway
winds.
political prejudices
agent
writing
great
Printing Company and leave the!
"The matter of securing appropria- system, and one of the most success
orders.
The House of Representatives is
tions for Albuquerque Is now up to ful, energetic and skillful railroad offi
the delegation from this county; and cials in his line. The letter reads:
working
and the Council
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
Dear Sir We receive a number of must begin to do likewise
they will be responsible- for any failnQw as are required, by law. printed in
tllFse
Is
as
davs
calls
's dangerous to the he.'t blank form
the Republican organization
ure,
through the mails for literature
by the New Mexican
on New Mexico and In addition- to IlKulesls of the people.
with us."
Printing Company.
"General
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King Oscar of Sweden, in his seven
year, discusses problems In
mathemntlcs nnd literature and In
dulges in the gentle art of writing
sonnets with much of the ardency of
his earlier years.
The empress of Russia and Queen
Maud of Norway wear the two most
expensive sable coats In the world.
That worn by the empress Is worth
anywhere from $200,000 to $400,000,
and that of Queen Maud Is worth half
as much.
King Edward draws more revenue In
Interest on American securities than
George III. ever extracted from the
American colonies. King Edward's
holdings In the United States are typical Investments here of thousands of
British capitalists.
No. royal lady Is fonder of outdoor
recreations than the queen of the
Netherlands. When a youu; girl her
majesty derived Immense enjoyment
from driving a team consisting of six
ponies, and driving is still the recreation that pleases her most.

THE WRITERS.
Marie Corelll, the versatile, has turn
ed her genius into a new chnnnel, that
of hymn writing. She was poet before
she became a novelist.
Stewart Edward White, the author,
has left his bungalow In California,
where he has lived for the last two

oflrih

?W

York.

The Goncourt prize for the best work
of fiction produced In the year 1900 by
young French authors was awarded to
Jean and Gerome Tharaud, the authors
of "Dlngley, Pillustre ecrivaln."
In
the hero of the book many persons recognize Rudyurd Kipling.
It is proposed to purchase the cottage at Nether Stowey, England, in
which Coleridge wrote "The Ancient
Mariner," "Christabel" and others of
his fluest poems and to keep it as far
as possible in the state in which it was
during the poet's residence.
CAT

TALES.
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over-tim-
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WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Coislne and Table Service Unexcelled
Lafge Sample Rooms fot Commercial Travelers.
0

The domestic cat of civilization Is
not in any way related to the wild cat,
but another species entirely.
A lady resident at one of the palatial
hotels at Los Angeles keeps a maid
entirely for the purpose of attending
to the comfort of her three expensive
Persian cats.
One of the Los Angeles catteries
profits over $3,000 a year by the sale
of aristocratic kittens and cats to women of culture, of wealth and of affection for this class of dumb animals.
Mohammed, waked from sleep by the
crying of the muezzin at the adjacent
tower, found a cat asleep within his
long sleeve. To avoid waking the cat
he cut the part upon which it lay out
of his sleeve and went to prayer. Los
Angeles Times.

"

Washinflton Avenue

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Joseph Chamberlain's health Is now
fairly good, but it is said that his loss
of memory will prevent him from ever
returning to public life.
Mayor Frank Mott of Oakland, Cal.,
refused a position with a big corpora
tion at $15,000 a year that he might
renin in mayor of Oakland at $3,500.
Though lipooner, Foraker and Till
man throw javelins at one another In
the senate chamber, they are chummy
on the outside and fond of exchanging
stories.
The tallest man and the two smallest
men in Vermont are George Brooks,
six feet four inches; Walter Freeman,
e
inches, and Louis Vions,
Inches.
Norrls Brown, the new United States
senator from Nebraska, is both a
young man and a poor man. He succeeds Joseph H. Millard, who was the
opposite, both elderly and rich.
Nelson B. Mapes, station agent at
Howells, N. Y., is a native of Howells
and began bis railroad life as station
agent Aug. 1, 1S58, aud has been there
ever since, having more than forty
eight years of service to his credit.
Henry W. Blair, formerly United
States senator from New Hampshire,
to whom a pension of $72 a month was
years
recently voted, is seventy-thre- e
of age and quite feeble. Ho served for
over twenty-livyears in the senate
and house and Is a most lovable man,
Dr. Ettore Marchlafava, who suc
ceeded the late Dr. Lapponl as private
physician to the pope, wns born fifty-twyears ago at Clvlta Vecchia and
was principally educated in Rome,
where he is now professor of pathological anatomy at the university. He is
the discoverer of the malarial parasite.
All the justices of the United States
supreme court except William H. Moody, the youngest member, are gray
haired. Mr. Moody is a blond, nnd his
hair is of that pale straw color which
turns gray only very late in life. His
ruddy complexion gives an additional
touch of youthfulness, so that the con
trast between Mr. Moody and other
members of the court Is striking.
forty-seve-

ing.
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Agent."
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Purely a Mutual Insurance

Company.
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Rational Surety
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Court, Fidelity and Public Official BondsLowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
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HOTEL
American BDd Enrppeen Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted, Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Pepartment Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the feat.

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of

the Best Restaerarts in ;he Southwest.

OPEN DAY aodNIGHT
I

HANDLE THE BEST EATABLES THE
cWARKET AFFORDS.

KAJNfAS CITY MEATS ALWAYS
FIRST CLASS SHOOT OBDCR8

Best Rooms

SERVED

in City; 50

OIN

A LA

HAND.

CARTE,

Cents and

Up.

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza,
I

G.

LUPE

W$IU,

Prop.

OUR PLAGE
OTTO RETSCH
Pfopfietor.

'

STATE

--

0

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

?

SANTA

I E, N.

LINES.

Louisiana and South Carolina are the
only states In which the negroes are
more numerous than the whites.
There were only two murders In
Maine last year, though Maine has
neither a gallows nor an electrical
chair.
The state of California, which has
within its borders over 28,000,000 acres
of forest, Is taking steps permanently
to preserve practically the whole
amount. California's forests are looked
upon not only as a great wood supply.
They are far more valuable as a medium of water conservation.
When In need of anything on earth,
New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring result i.

try a

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Bon Ton Lunch, Counter has
been repainted, and refurnished, and
Is now one of the best- - in the Territory. They handle everything In the
eating line from both eastern and
western markets. A call will convince
you that they know the business.

If you want anything
Metier "ad."
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Mercantile Stationery
BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
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TflE FIRST pTIOflAL BAJSIf
Of IANTA FB.

The oldest banking Institution
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.

"1..

.EsUbllshed

New Mexico.

In

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

LIVI A. HUSHES, Vice President.

Assistant

flarslss and Until"' 'ed PrtHts

CaelUI

TraneacU

a

In 1WC

Cashier,

$M.g93.

Loans

eneral banking business In all its branches.

of personal and col- money on the most favorable terms on all kinds
lateral security. Buys and sells bonde and stocks In ell markets for

Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and g
elvlllied
makes tslerahlo tranafers ofmonby .to all parte of thi
r

world on as liberal terms as

K

same), public

any

given by

m.ey

Intereet n'lowed on time

or private.

transmitting

depos!te at the

or year's term.
rate i three per cent per annum, on a six month'
liberal advances made on oonainmonts of live stock and products.
In the
banking line, and
The bank executet all orders of Its pstrons

"
H

constm. to extend to them as liberal traatmem Ir, all respects, as Is
sound
of
banking,
fafety De- slitent with safety and the principle,
Is
of the publlo
repctfully s
sit boxes for rei.t. The patronage
-

.
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Melted.

W

LM

Bailey The greater portion of the
snow had melted by the close of
month.

FEBRUARY
UNUSUALLY MILD

Suow on tha

Abundant Supply of Water for Coming Season Is Assured, 8ays
Weather Bulletin.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 11, 1907.
February was an unusually mild
month. Very little or no precipitation
occurred until toward the close of the
month, when showers fell In the valleys of the north portion and snow In
the mountain districts of the northern
counties.
The reports Indicate that the snow
is quite well drifted into the numer
ous canyons and that it is frozen and
In several instances the
compact.
snowfall reporters state that crusts of
Ice have formed which will retard the
melting of the snow. An abundant
supply of water for the coming season
seems assured, the conditions being
more favorable in the counties of the
north central section. The reports
from the southern watersheds do not
Indicate a very great depth to the remaining snow, the warm weather having caused rapid melting, but still the
prospects are not unfavorable. Nearly
all sections report that the ground is
thoroly saturated with moisture and
that the prospective water supply Is
very good.
The average depth In the mountains
of the San Juan watershed is 15
Inches; in the Rio Grande, 21 inches;
in the Canadian and Northeast, 20
inches; and in the Upper Pecos, or
over the Pecos Forest Reserve, about
30 inches.
The following extracts show the
conditions
detail
in
prevailing
thruout the Territory at the close of
February:
San Juan Watershed and Northwest.
Pagosa Junction, Colo. Walter Zabi'Islile It Is believed the water sup
ply will be sufficient for the season
Pagosa Springs, Colo. S. H. Smit- hThere are about 30 inches less snow
than at same date last year. Arboles,
Colo. B. A. Rodriquez The ground
is well soaked; the snow is drifted;
the outlook for water ts fair. Rosa
B. A. Candelarla
The snow on near
by mountains Is well packed. Aztec
T. P. Waring There is less snow than
usual. Blanco W. A. Creager The
mountanis are covered with snow.
Gallup E. O. Quinn The snow is
Giles
Ramah
evenly distributed.
Master Snow has drifted into canyons. Tohatchi L. P. Brook Snow re
mains only on top of the mountains,
compact and evenly distributed, but
much less than last year.
Rio Grande Watershed.
Conejos, Colo. W. B. McClure
Snow is drifted and compact; good
outlook for water supply. El Rlto
P. Lopez Very little snow fell, the
month having been rather dry. EI
Vado Burns-BiggLumber Co. The
snow In the valley is all melted, but
In the near-bmountains there yet
remains about 2 feet of compact snow.
Vallecltos A. C. Giron The snow
drifted into the canyons, assuring a
good water supply.
Questa A. J
Gomez
The outlook for water supply
is good.
Red River R. W. PennThe snow is covered with, ice, drifted
and compact, assuring a plentiful wa
ter supply. Ojo Callente A. Joseph
The snow on the higher ranges is
drifted and compact, especially on the
shady side of the mountains, insuring
a good supply of water for Jrrismtion
during the coming season. Hobart
W. H. Hough A large amount of
snow in the higher mountains and
still accumulating; none In valley.
Santa Fe Frank Owen Snow is
compact, evenly distributed In higher
levels; crust frozen over top and will
hold a person up; in narrow canyons
it is very deep; an abundant supply of
water assured.
Thoreau J. G.
Snow rather evenly distributed, but melting quite rapidly, which
is about one month earlier than usual.
Copperton Jose Aragon Snow in
canyons is compact and water will be
plentiful, San Rafael Chas. M. Gro- ver Nearly a foot of snow fell over
mountains at close of month; between
2 and 3 feet of snow
reported from
Mount Taylor. Esta'ncia J. I. Raw-soThere is no snow in the valley;
about a year ago there were 8 Inches
on ground. Datil Fred Baldwin No
snow In valley but ground is well
soaked.
Magdalena Wm. Pender
Heavy, wet snow fell in the mountains
during the last four days of February.
Cuchlllo Frank Peet There was no
snow In this vicinity during the month.
Hermosa Philip Zoeller Snow drifted and Bwept compactly into canyons;
excellent outlook for abundant water
'
,
,
supply.
San Francisco, Gila and Mimbres.
W. I. Moore The month
Mogollon
of February was clear until toward the
close, when 3 inches of snow fell In
valley; considerable snow In moun
tains, i Mimbres Charles Dennis No
snow here, but plenty on the Black
range. Cooks Charles Poe There is
no snow in the yalley but there are
about three inches on the north sides
of the higher mountains; the outlook
for water is good; the soil is thor
oly soaked.
Canadian and Northwest.
'
Black Lake G. Martinez The snow
has melted In the valleys, and In the
canyons It Is mostly in drift"; water
prospects for coming season are good.
Ellzabethtown J, F, Carrington The
snow Is drifted into canyons and is
compact; much less than last year.
Lynn P. L. Harrington Four Inches
of snow fell In the valley during last
few days of the month, but it had all
melted by close of month.
Hall's
Peak F. E. Franklin We had about
5 inches of snow during last few days
of the month. Rociada John A. Ru
dolph Snow has drifted Into canyons
and is compact; very good prospects
of sufficient water during the summer.
Pecos and Southweat
Mineral Hill A. J. Adams Snow
remains on mountains only in shaded
places and in drifts. ; Las Vegas R.
B.
Schoomnaker Snow has
been
melting steadily in the higher mountains, but considerable remains in the
heavily timbered portions. Canyons
are thoroly soaked and the outlook
for water supply Is good. Richardson
H. A.; Scott The snow on mountains is mostly drifted Into the canyons; it is meltingr very fast. The
plains are. very dry. Cloudcroft J. Q.
-
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
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SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO

iSstabllshed and Supported by the Territory.

SIGHT

MEM INSTRUCTORS, &H graduate! of Siand&rd Eastern
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comelectric-lighteall eonveulunces.
baths,

Coliegos.

plete;

water-work-

steam-heate-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 1350 per session.
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Sunshine avery day. from September to June,

ROSWIJLL

;

Is a

REGENTS Nathau Jaffa,
.
Flulay end E. A. Cahoon
For partlculari address
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J

Reed,

M.

W.

Session It

i

Atkinson, W, A.
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J.

W. WILLSCN,

Supt. "
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0J0 CALIEJJTE tjOT
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of. Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Iterance, Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. ' Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases,' are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
e

SPRINGS.

the world. The efficacy of these wat
ers has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rher
niatism. Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght'a
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Smfula, Catarrh,
l .a
Grippe, all Femal .i: mplaints, etc.,
eic. Board, lodging a..d bathing $2.50
per day; J15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive .t all
seasons and is open all winter. Passengers for O,o Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Pare for round trip from Santa Fe to
OJo Callente, $7.40. For further particulars, address ;

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

H. C.

Yontz

Callente. Taos County,

N .W

MANUFACTURER OF
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Watches, Clods. Jewelry
anil Hand Painted

Proprietor.

Filigree
JEWLUhM

Cta

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Bugi fand In
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Woat Side Plaia, Kanta Fe, N. M-

CHARLES W. DUDROW

and Doors
Lumber, Sasfi,
Of
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u4 Sut Wcl Extr

CERR1LLOS
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BUILDING MATEMLAl,

Dry, Cut to Fat

GO AIL

Yew Star

DeJivtreK. to Airy
Part of tk Cityrs

aU STORAGE: We Hani Even!! MevaUe
Branca 0c a4 Tu4a at CetrtUoas at. M.
$s taaiU Fe.

TUNiril
ke

"THE GLUB'"
The old eatabllahed line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- - I buy my goods In goern-men- t
bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms In connection." Side entrance to Coronado Htel.

J. W." AKERS, Pfoptietof.
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SAN JUAN WATIIWH'U
AND NOIlTHWKbT.
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Azteo
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0.0
4.0
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II
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Mack Lake
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hall's Peak
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Montoya
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Colfax
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San Miguel.

Back Is Always Worse In the
Morning Santa Fe People Are

A back that aches
all dav and
a
S3 causes discomfort at night Is usually
worse in the morning. Makes you
"5 feel as If you hadn't slept at all.
Can't cure a bad back until you
cure the kldnevs. Doan's Klrtnev Pllla
Ins. cure sick kidneys make you feel bet
ter, work better, rest better and sleep
,5.0 better.
18.0
Permanent cures in Santa Fe prove
18.0
the merit of Doan's.
8 0
Toribio Rodrlques, living at 110
4.0
U.O Johnson Street, Santa
Fe, N. M., says:
110.0
"Prior to taking Doan's Kidney Pills
BO.O
which I procured at Ireland's Phar72.0
macy I suffered off and on for several
5 0
21.0 months' with backache
and pains
6.0
Id 0 across
iry loins. Mornings when I
24.0
would attempt to work my back so dis12 0
f.u tressed me that often I would have
81.0 to
sit down to obtain relief. Finally
l.fi the pain became so constant that I
4.0 was not a moment
without it. I began
36.0
1H.0 using Doan's Kidney Pills and in a
80.0 short
time was entirely cured."
6.0
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
12.0
3.0 cents.
Co., Buffalo,
4.0
4.0 New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
10.0
lake no other.
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Roswell

48.0

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
3.C

Connection made with Automobile
20.0 Llue at Torrance
2.0
for Roswell dally
as
0 0
Automobile leaves Torrance
Ros0.0
"i'.b well at 4
0 0
m. and arrives at Roswell
0
0
16.0 at 12
noon. Automobile leaves Ros0.0
80.0
2.0 well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
20
t Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be0.0
tween SanU Fe and Torrance is $6.65
HO
36 0 and between Torrance
and Roswell
2.0 118. Rewire teats,
n automobile by
1.5
Wirt.
J. W, STOCKARD,
Manager AutomoHlt Line.
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J. B. SLOAX,
Acting Section Director.
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The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F.
f
fur the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades aud short routu
to the Ea.-i- ami West, and direct com munlcatlon
with all points in the
Territory.
Wholesale houaes are coming to W illard as soon as the
f
is open.
Surrounded by a fine farming coun try. The purest water in New Mexico. The geographical center of Tor ranee County and of New Mexico.
The water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexi- Willard is a growing town. Willi ard will moke a City. Study the Map.
Your opportunity is there.
For Information, call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TAYLOR,
WILLARD, N. M.
Cut-of-

Cut-of-

(Homestead Entry No. 9,742.)
Notice for Publication.
HANDKERCHIEF
Department of the Interior,
BAZAAR AT LORETTO Land Office at Santa Fe., N. M.
February 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Faustin
(For women and children only. Given
by the young ladles of Loretto Quintana of Pecos, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
Academy.)
r
proof in support of his claim,
Of all our friends, both far and neur.
viz.;
Homestead Entry No. 9,742,
We beg the kind attention ;
made August C, 190G, for the NE
of
So please to lend us now your ear,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
'
section 31, township 16 N range 13
While we our subject mention.
E., and that said proof will be made
ATTORf'EYATLAW.
before the register and receiver at
The Loretto girls intend to hold,
SanU Fe, N. M., on March 2S, 1907.
On a day not distant far,
MAX. FROST.
He names the following witnesses
A sale for both the young and old
at law.
to
Attorniy
his
prove
continuous
A handkerchief hazaar.
residence
New Mexico,
upon, and cultivation of, the land, Santa Te
viz.: Fellz Blea, Bernabel Quintana,
So this, then, Is our plea in brief,
RICHARD H. HANNA.
Martin Barela and Candldo Quintana,
To aid our enterprise,
all of Pecos, N. M.
Attorney at Law,
We beg of you a handkerchief
Phone 61
Office, Griffin Blk.
MANUEL R. OTERO
Of any kind or size.
Register.
a. W. PRICHARD,
The bazaar will open at 1 o'clock p.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
m., Easter Monday and close at 6
Homestead Entry No. 6,826.)
Practices In all the District Courts
o'clock.
Notice for Publication.
tnd gives special attention to cases
of
the Interior,
Department
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Office, Laughlln Blk,, Santa Fe, N. M.
February 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Palace.
:
Bonzales, of Pecos, N. M., has
Attorney at law.
Harry F. Leo, W. H. Gillenwater, filed notice of his intention to make
New Mexico.
tanta Fe,
M. R. Summers Ph. E. Glraldi, Albur
final
In
proof
support of his Office, Bena Blk.
Palace Ave.
querque; Prof. J. D. Tinsley, Mesllla claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
M.
P.
J.
Mnrk.
Kane, Boston;
Park; J.
made. KehmoMi.Ai nan.
CHA8. A. LAW,
O --wikoir, i.as' TSWl-of section 14, township 14 N.,
Indianapolis;
Attorney-at-Law- ,
C.
F.
Silver
Vefrao; H. H. Betts,
City;
range 12 E., and that said proof will U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
Osborn, P. D. Mathews, Denver; H. be made before the register and re Olayton.
New Mexico.
M. Hess, Chicago;
Howell Earnest, ceiver at Santa Fe, t. M., on March
Robert P. Ervein, Clayton; A. W. 27, 1907.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
Woltz, Crede Colorado; A. Mennett,
He names the following witnesses
Attorney at law.
to prove his continuous residence
Sr., Las Vegas.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Claire.
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
States
District
Attorney.
Gernandez Gonzales, Dolores L'cited
E. H. Sweet, Socorro; M. M. Pad- viz.:
gett, Charles S. Peterson, Harry W. Gonzales, Donaciano Gonzales, Marcos
A. W. POLLARD,
Kelly, Las Vegas; Edward McNulty, Lucero, all of Pecos, N. M.
Attorney at law.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Denver; J. Sandoval and children,
District Attoraey, Luna Ctdnty.
G.
M.
Las
Register.
Sandoval;
Herman,
Vegas;
)eml&
New Mexico.
P. J. Crocker, Cheney, Kansas.
Normandle.
Notice for Publication.
BON HAM A WADE,
George Leonard, El Paso; O. O. Department of the Interior,
Attorneys at Lnv.
Alfredo
M.
Gilead,
Nebraska;
Knape,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
Practice Is the Supreme and Dl
Martinez, Rio del Medio.
March 7, 1907.
rift Courta of the Territory, In the
Coronado.
Notice is hereby given that Abenicio r'robate Court tnd before the U. S
ColoLas
noRayes Trujillo,
Animas,
Armijo, of Rowe, N. M., has filed
Surveyor General And U. S. Land
rado; F. E. Farnham, Golden; D. D. tice of his intention to make final Offices.
Las Cruces. N. M.
r
Kennett, William Howard, J. B. Knoll,
proof in support of his claim,
T. S. Howard, Newkirk, Oklahoma; C. viz: Homestead
made
No.
7417,
Entry
E. C. AIBOTT,
C. McBurney and wife, Shlemaker; J.
of
February 3, 1903, for the SE
Attorney at law.
H. Brooke, Iowa City, Iowa; G. A. Section 10, Township 16 N., Range 13
Practices la .the District ani Be.
Bradley, Waterloo, Iowa; F. H. Web- E and that said proof will be made
preme Courts, prompt and earefal at
ber, Toya, Texas.
before the register and receiver at eatlon
given to all business.
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 18, 1907.
New Mexico.
Canta tf'e
He names the following witnesses
A Type.
to prove his continuous residence
A. I. RENEHAN,
He strives to regulate the land
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
in the Supreme and Dls
With constant brawl and bicker.
Praeticea
Abeliuo
viz:
Garcia,
Jesus Gutierres,
Borne say. he's a reformer, and
Plutarco Armijo and Andres Gold, all trict Courts; Mining and Land Law
Some say he's Just a kicker.
Specialty. Rooms t Sen Bldg.
of Rowe, N. M.
Washington Star.
Palace Ave., Btata Fe, N. U.
MANUEL R. OTERO
five-yea-

.

UUNY

Mining

aerctary and Trtasursr Ne Msxleo
Seheei of Mines.
New Mexico,
Seeerre,
CORBET

B.

4

....

H, B. HOLT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

. .
Las Cruces,
Nn. Mexico.
Practices in the district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
HIRAM

ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR,
U. B. Mineral Survever
9aaU Fe,
New IfutIm ROMAN L. BACA,

Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin building, Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

.';..':

-

Register.
Entry No. 5665.)

(Homestead
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
February 26, 1907.
'Notice 'Is hereby given, that Faus-tlnOrtiz, of Pecos, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five year proof In. support of his
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
5665, made March 27, 1900, for the
NW
Section 20, Township 16 N,
Range 12 E., and that said proof will
be made before the Register and Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 3,
1907,

How Long Will It Stay Tharaf
He, names the following witnesses
;. Thf re are tlmps when I am blue,
to prove his continues residence up
Ani, s ou bet, I hate 'em too.
There are times when there's no Jpy In on, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
Pedro Rivera, Tomas Varela, Felix
anything.
When dark clouds come 'cross my sky, Rivera, and Crestlno Rivera, all of
'
When I almost want to cry,
N. M.
When I cuss, Instead of praise, the birds recos,
MANUEL R. UTBRC,
that sins;,
But that's when I'm busted flat,
Register
When I'm realizing that
I'm right up against the commonest of
I CN SELL
..'' woes,
t' But It's Just tlie other way;
Your Real Estate or uelneta
no
all
There's
night It's
bright davNu Matter Where Located
it I only have a dollar In my clothes.
There Is nothing quit so sad
To one almost always glad
Than to know his pockets don't contain a
,w..,:.
cent. .
,
All his cheerfulness will fade,
Into deep despair he'll wads,
And he'll wonder where on earth his
:'
money rvent,
;
But the sun will shine once more,
Shine as brightly as before.
And he'll feel a tinge of Joy clear to Ml
.
.toes
"
When the time arrives that he
Can dig where his coin should be
dollar In his clothes.
AQd dlisrovrr he's
-:
,..
Denver Poet.

and Business of all kinds
Asb in all parte of the
United St tea. Don't wait. Wrlto today describing what you have to sell
and give cash price on same.
IF YO WANT TO BUY
any kind of Business or Real Estate
anywhere, at any price, write me your
I can save you time
requlremeats.
and money.
DAVID P. TAFF,
THE LAND MAN.
"
415 Kansas Avenue, .
KANSAS.
TOPEKAi
Properties

sold quickly for

CHAS. F. EAtLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at law.
ant re
New Mexico.
aa aad Mining Business Specialty

Montezuma Lodge No
A. M. Regu
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7: si
1, A. F.

m

t

p. m.
R. H. HANNA, W. M.
4LAN R. McCOFJ), Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Monday A Jach mfmth tt
Masonic HaU at 7:tt

4

Th Literal Victim.
They stood pensively on the platform
of the toy railroad station at the beautiful suburb Bensonvllle.
"I understand you clearly," said the
victim. "You told me that the prope--t- y
was but u stone's throw from the
,
statiou. Whore Is it?"
"It's just, up the road a bit," replied
the real estate mnu.
"But It should be right here. Yon
said a stone's throw."
'' ;
:
"Yes."' ',
"Now, see here, sir," cried the victim testily, "you know blamed well
that a stone can't throw." Harper's
V
"":
Weekly.,"

T. BROWN.

CIVIL

five-yea-

t--

A 8MYTHE.

Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers,
Assaying and General Contractiag.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor,
East side Plaza
Sints Fe. N. M.

Encar-nacio-

five-ya-

I, tfr.uVin
Engineer,

8. 8PIT2, H. P.
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secy.

8anta Fe Cominandery No.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday In eaca
month at Masonic Hall at
:30 p. m.
W. H. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
W. H. KENMDY, Recorder.
1, K. T.

SanU Fe Lodge of Perfection No.

1,

14th degree,

Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each mont'j
at 7 :S8 o'clock la the evening I
Masonic Hall south side of Plasa.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaons are
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second "Judicial cordially invited to attend.
C HARUBS FRANKLIN BASLHY, II.
District
Practices U the District Court an.
Venerable Master.
the Supreme Court of ths Territory; PKRCT FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
also before the United Statu Supreme
Cemrt In Washington.
I. O. O. F.
Albuquerque, New Mexim

i

JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Netary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARL1S A. WHEILON,

Osteopath.
:

SanU Fe Lodge, No. i, I. O. O. F.
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
B.

P. O. E.

No. 101 Palace Ave.

SanU Fe Lodte, No. 410, B. P. O. H
Sueeeeafully treats acute aud caronl
holds 1U regular session on the secon
diseases without drugs or medlclie
and fourth Wednesdays of each monti
No charge for Consultation.
Homra: HI m., i i. m.
Phone ill. Visiting brothers are invited and welNORMAN L. KINO, I. B.
come.
A. J. FI8CHSR, Secy.
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the beat fruit ranches Id
FRATERNAL UNION.
northern Santa Fe County, about twen&yu F Lodge, No. 151, Fraternal
ty mllea from this city, Is for aale,
at. a bargain. For particular! apply to Union of America. Regular meeting
Santa re, first and third Mondays in each mont
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-New Mexico.
at I o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hal
San Franclaoo street. Visiting Frav.
ers welcome.
8H0RT ORDER MEALS.
R. L. BACA, Fraternal Master,
The best short order meal are now
Master.
being served at the Bon Ton Restaurant. The best cooks, end waiters are 1REOOUIO RAEL. Tras.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
employed at 'nil place..
l--

I,

.

i

PAGE
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NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. 31.
Deed, The

Swell

City of

Santa

ESTABLISHED

Deed, The City ot Santa Fe,
heet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet.
English,
Application for Marlage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
postage, 17c.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
pstage, 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 anl
Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
sheet.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment ot Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 75e per Do

E. H. Sweet, probate clerk of the
county of Socorro, spent today in the
city on official business.
A. Mennett,
traveling man with
headquarters in Las Vegas, today interviewed Santa Fe merchants.
ill. M. Padgett, manager of the Las
Vegas Optic, in the Meadow City, was
an interested spectator in Legislative
halls today.
Harry W. Kelly, Us Vegas wholesale merchant, was among yesterday's
in
arrivals here.,. He Is interested
matters before the Assembly.
Harry F. Lee, of Albuquerque, secretary of the Sheep Sanitary Board,
was registered at the Palace Hotel
today. He Is here on business.
.
BAL
Rev. E. McQueen Gray, Episcopal
zen.
missionary for the Pecos Valley, Is
H0REH0UND
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leathamong the visitors In the Capital City.
results.
Ploananttotako,
rapid
He is a guest at the executive resi
er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, pa
Contains nothing Injurious.
dence.
per, 14e.
COL.OS,
COUGHS,
URES
Ph. E. Giraldi and M. S. Summers,
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
With London made clothes they are always loose, hut they are
CROUP, MJKU inKUAl,
to do it. If you
men were ihere
business
AND
COUGH
VV'HOOWNO
$9.50,
postage, 45c.
time
it's
1b
and
Albuquerque
comfortable.
coming
Spring
Code of CIva Procedure, full Leath
bo.
in
do
PULMONARY
with
consultation
had
better
representaALL
winter
you
today
suit,
to
farewell
said
haven't
your
er, $1.00, paper bound, voo, postage
tives from Bernalillo County in the
Mro. J. C. Jenkins, Douvec,
SPRING SAMPLES
7c.
Assembly.
Colo., writes: "I ctiti't my
d
enoufli for Balb.rd'o
Hon. Solomon Luna, president of the
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
Our elegant line of spring samples at hand, waiting to say hello
cured
Syrup, It l.r.fiunci
Bank of Commerce at Albuquerque,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
to you. We'll put a smile that wont come off all summer on the face
of
the
lny
croup
my baby
nearest express office.
and niece Miss Otero, left last even
of every man who is wise enough to come to us for his new suit.
children of sovcro Coughs.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
ing for the Duke City.
They expect
uiociicino."
no
butter
know
I
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
to return Saturday.
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.60 a vol
50c ami $1.00
ZSc,
W. II. Glllen water, manager of the
There is a great comiort in our ciomes uecause uiu suumucw
ume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, price, $3.30
are broad, the collar close fitting, and the coats are roomy at the
each.
Montezuma Trust Company, of AlbuPostage 26c.
Co.
la Ballard Snow Liniment
saiiie time the garments drape the figure admirably.
querque, was among yesterday's ar- - 19
Application for License, Retail Li
cm TYTTTSl. "K
sheet.
ivals in town. He came to watch
quor License,
OUR CLOTHES
for License, Game and
Application
legislative
proceedings.
Hold their shape permanently because each part is hand tail- General License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
B. G. Wilson, of Las Vegas, repre
ColJ and Recommended by
orert and each yard of cloth undergoes a rigid Inspection before
sentative of the Continental Oil Com
English and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c
Warrant,
County Superintendent's
being made up.
pany in New Mexico, arrived in the
FISCHER DRUG CO.
60 In Book, 35c.
city yesterday. Mr. Wilson is inter'
OUR SELECTIONS
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
ested in Legislative matters.
'
Together with our hand tailored service offers you the same adof Publisher, 4 sheet.
W. H. Newcomb, a leading
Agreement
Judge
vantages enjoyed by people living in the big metropolitan cities.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
citizen of Grant County and a mem
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
ber of the penitentiary commission,
SUITS
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
reached the city yesterday from Silver
TO
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Citv to attend a meeting of the com
sheet.
mission.
MADE
sheet.
Mining Deed,
Colonel H.. H. Betls, of Silver City,
MARCH 13, 1907.
WEDNESDAY,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
who has held the position of clerk of
ORDER
Coat
Statement,
Declaratory
that city for many years and who is
sheet.
H. R. Wilbur and A. It. Cory
here
arrived
at
his
home,
very
popular
FROM
State: ,ent with
Coal Declaratory
present
yesterday from the south. He came
Power of an Attorney,
on business and left tonight for his
$15.00
'A RAGE FOR A WIDOW" Affidavit and Corroborating
home.
sheet.
eral Affidavit,
Professor J. 1). Tinsley, member of
TO
sheet.
Notice ot Right to Water,
the faculty of the College of Agricul
Title Bond and Lease ot- Mining
ture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
$35.00.
sheet.
Park was a guest at the Palace Hotel
Property,
COMEDIES ON THE ROAD.
Forfeiture of Publishing ,Out of No
today. Professor Tinsley is covering
AND
sheet.
tice,
the Territory, holding farmers insti
IT GIVES SATISFACTION EVERY
sheet.
Affldav.lt of Assessment,
tutes and lecturing on the cultivation
EVERY
WHERE FULL OF LAUGHS
Stock Blanks.
of the soil.
FROM START TO FINISH.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
Robert P. Irvien, manager of the
SUIT
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Water and Light Company at Clayton,
of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks,
Bill
man
estate
real
Howell
and
Earnest,
Admission
50c, 75c,, $1.00
GUARNTEED.
10c per Book.
at the Bame place, placed their names
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
on the Palace Hotel register last even
Seats at the Ireland Pharmacy.
Bond
and Oath,
Guardian's
ing.
They are here on legislative
sheet.
business und to watch against the
The New Mexican Printing Compau)
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
creation of Foraker County.
la prepared to furnish carda de vlsite sheet.
H
Walter M. Taber, manager of the
or gentlemen on short no
Bheet.
Letters Testamentary,
Glorieta Mercantile and Livestock for ladies
In first class style at reasonabk
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
tice,
Vllet
Van
Steward
and
Company,
either engraved or printed. CaL Spanish, 60 in Book, 25c.
reached town yesterday from Glorieta prices,
New Mexican Printing Co
on
the
Poll Books for City Election, 8
They came overland. They left this
40c.
pages,
forenoon for southeastern Santa F
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
will
Mr.
recelvi
Taber
where
County
sheet.
a herd of sheep purchased by him for
Lease of Personal Property,
to
will
be driven
his company. These
sheet.
range in western Torrance County
sheet.
Chattle Mortgage,
Mr. Tabor says sheep In southern CONFORMING TO THE LAWS O
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Santa Fe County have stood the winNEW MEXICO.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
ter well and are now In. fine condition, ' The New Mexican Prin'lus Con
sheet.
The losses (hiring the winter Have
t
pany nag tne
facilities ,""i
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
been
insignificant,
comparatively most modern machinery for doing all
Bheet.- Mortgage Deed,
speaking. The grass on the range is kinds of Printing and Binding in firstMortgage Deed Without Insurance
plentiful, but surface water is getting class style. Manufacturers of Loose- Clause,
sheet.
rahor scarce. The ground is wet, how leaf
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Bjok Official Bond, Road Supervisor ,
'
ever, and spring grass is already work a
specialty Best Hook Bindery sheet.
showing in many places. He believes in the Southwest.
sheet.
Option,
the
that
coming shearing and lambing Mining Blanks.
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
season will be a prosperous one for
I'ostage, 45c,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
the sheep raisers.
J. P. Criminal Docket, sheet.
Charles F. Osborn, of Denver, Colo $2.75.
Postage, 45c.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
rado, traveling passenger agent of the
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Claim Deed,
sheet.
Quit
Erie Railway system, spent yesterday Criminal, $4.00.
Postage 65c.
Appllcaton for Bounty for Killing
in the city on business and in consul
Hand Made Journal, $5.75, Wild Animals,
sheet.
tatlon with General Manager S. II
Hand Made Ledger, $0.50
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Umnshaw of the Santa Fe Central
Moody's Digest of New Mexico Re
sheet.
Township Plats,
RjlIlWflV
fr Ofihnrn'i! taitH,.t.
ports, Full Sheep, $0.50. Postage 25c,
Township Plats, full sheet
braces Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, New
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
Deed ot Trust, full sheet
Mexico, western Kansas and western $3.00.
Release of Deed ot Trust,
sheet
., U
l
T
..!..
i.
uuu
a
lb
man.
He
ousy
icaa
quiie
Gaming License, 50 in "Book, $3.00,
cheet.
Relinquishment,
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
S. E. Comer
once
visits isanta fe
or twice a year
Notification of Change In Assesssheet
Homestead Affidavit,
on railroad business.
ment by Assessor, 100 In Book, $3.75.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Manuel Sanchez, of Trampas, Rio
Agreement,
sheet.
Arriba County, an
Butcher's Bond,J-- sheet.
of the
Affidavit,
Territorial Legislative Assembly, spent Gaming Tables,
sheet.
sheet.
sheet.
Application for License,
toaay in the city on personal business.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
Anion 10 (J. Pachecho, merchant and
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
sheep raker at Arroyo Seco, and An
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
on
tonio Trujillo, of the same place, mem
BonJ
Continuance,
Appearance
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
or
P.),-1-ber
sheet
board of county commissioner (J.
sheet.
"
of Taos County, were arrivals in the
Bond, of
Appearance, (District
sheet
Affidavit, 4102b.
sheet- city last night via the Denver A Rio Court).
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
Justice Quarterly Report,
Grande Railroad. They same on legal
sheet,
.
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet,
uusiness with Attorney Charles A
Claimant's Testimony, 4 074b
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
sheet.
spiess.
fuel
Forcible Entry and Dotalner, Com
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
plaint,
sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
Final proof,
sheet.
sheet.
mons,
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
General Blank.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet,
Affidavit and Order for Publication
Bond fo' Deed,
sheet.
of Notice of Contest against a
Fain In ths head pain anywhere, bai lti eanta,
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
sheet
Entryman,
na
Pain l congestion, pain li blood
Poll Books for Town Election,
Final Homestead Proof,
full
1m usually.
At least, to tan Dr. Snoop; and to
pages, 40c.
sheet.
prow it he hai created a little pink tablet. That
sheet.
Official Bond,
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
tablet called Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablet
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75. 1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
soaxel blood preuure awar from pain center,
lti effect la charmlnf.pleailngly delightful. Gently,
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, CO Justice of the Peace Blanks.
thoufh safely. It surely nualiie the blood circulation.
In Book, Spanish, 25c each.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
If yon hre a headache, lt'i blood preuure.
Poll Tax List, 4, C, and 8 pages.
sheet
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
If lt'i painful period! with women, tame cauM.
Hipoteca de Blenes Muebles,
sheet
tainer,
If yon are sleepless, restless, nervous, lt'i blood
sheet
That torely If a pliego.
blood pressure.
Replevin Writ,
eonteitioD
Flanza Oflcial y Juramento, 1
sheet
Replevin Affidavit,
eertalnty, for Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablet! Mop
,
Let us tell you more about it IF INTERESTED
It In 10 minutei, and the tableti limply distribute pllego.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
the unnatural blood pressure.
Docuniento GarantlzaJo,
plego. sheet.-'..'-Bruin your finger, and doesn't it set red, and
Wood-Dav- is
Hardware Co.
extensa
Documento Garanilzado,
Warrant, 14 sheet.
IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators
course
Of
does.
It
It's
well, and pain your
forma enters, pllego heno.
eL
Commitment,
blood pressure. You'll And It where pain
Certiflcado de Matr.monlo, lOccada
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
It's simply Common Sense.
uno.
Attachment Bond,
sheet
We sell it 25 cents, and cheerfully recommend
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pllego,
Attachment Writ,
sheet
.Contrato Entre los Dlrectores
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Bheet.
pllego.
Preceptores,
Contrato de Combustible.
pllego,
sheet.
Execution,
Notas Obllgaciones, 25c por 60.
sheet
Summons,
PICTURES AND FRAMING
Llbros de Reclbos Supervlsores de
sheet.
t
Subpoena,
We make a specialty of PBVELOPING, PRINT
sheet.
Camlnos, 25c.
J. P. Complaint,
Escrltura de Renuncla,
sheet.
pllego.
Capias Complaint,
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Search Warrant,
sheet
Attention. Send for Catalogua.
Spanish Blanks.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
326S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 510 S.Broadway.
Auto de Prlslon,
Exclusive Sale of
pllego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
Certiflcado de Nombramlento,
"GOOD ROOMS."
The Price of Peace.
pllego.
You can get a good room at the
The terrible Itching and smarting,
One of the Kind
Flenza Oflcial,
pllego.
a
moderate
Normandie
at
Hotel
is
very
Incident, to certain skin diseases,
Contrato de Partldo,
pllego.
Watch
For
My
or
month
either
week
Opening.
the
by
almost instantly allayed by applying price,
220 San Francisco, Street.
Mbs. Lyno
Cvaniberlaln's Salve. Price 25 cents You will be gainer by calling there,
(Continued on Pagt 6.)
iefore engaging rooms elsewhere.
fUKUM
for sale by ill druggist!

for,lLAMM"
TAILORING

Our Tailor

Fade Suit

INCORPORATED 1903.

1856.

BROS.
J

Children's Suits
Boys' Suits

2

Youths' Suits

2

2

Baby

tvonVciy if
you dive,. Him

Department.

DISi-ASE-

Men's Suits
Well Made

2

LARDS
SYRUP.

Suit Yourself

I

1907.

13,

full

Fe,

sheet.

personal1?ention

dressers SHOUT

MARCH

WEDNESDAY,

to Date

Up

Wont Rip

S.

Can't Wear Out

jrloru-houn-

OPERAJiO

CHILDREN'S

BOYS' SUITS.

.... $1.60

YOUTHS' SUITS

MEN'S SUITS

For

Half

i Century the Leading
P.O. Box 219. -- o

Goods

Dry

UP

GO

UP

.... $4,00

UP

.

House

PboiidNo.

$1.00 UP

SUITS

,$3

in

the City.

36..

4

2
4

One Night

2

2

2

Non-Mi-

CHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.

2

4

-

New tot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
Furnilure, Dressing
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

.1-- 2

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.

4

J06--

8

'Phone

San Francisco St.

Night Call 'Phone No.

10.

1.

NATHAN SALMON

.

SlMMHaNIMNMNNNIMI

WINTER GROCERY CO.

LEGAL BLANKS.

For

Fruits and Vegetables

-

'nu-sea-

of All Kinds in

Phone 26.
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EASTERN CANNED GOODS

4

'

2

e

"M. V." BUTTER

Phone 26

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF
ALSO

-

Season.

i
i

& COMPANY

H. S.

e

NEW PANCAKE rLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

2

4

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

e

A

Specialty.

4

II

2

-

Plata,

2

Sale!

Clos im Out

2

2

"

1

for

Headquarters
Plumbing and Heating

2

CUT PRICES IN
FURNITURE

2

2

2

Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

2

2

1

Relative amount of

consumed to warm

a 9 room house

PRICES.

2

4

D. S. LOMTZKI.

2

2

A

AND GET

CALL

2

2

2

PAIN

1--2

2

e

2

2

1--

pressure-nothi-

2

e

2

2

1-

4

4

4

ZXCO&rO&ATKB

I

H. B. Cartwrigut & Bro,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

PUt.

Grain, Flow 64
Stationery,
Patent filediaia mni Orocars' Sundries.
ATTSNTMH

ejvw

4

4

4

2

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART

4

Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets

4

2

4

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
Reference: Quality cf Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

2

4

4

THE GOLD MEDAL HAT

PROP;

4

4

2

i

GKEO. S. IBXjTJJN '2',

Don't forget our large and complete
The New Mexican can do printing
and Job department
All
of
In
the
bindery
to
done.
that
large
any
equal
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece ot work handled In the most
work we turn out. Try onr work once manner. One trial makes you t pw
and rou will certainly come again W naorat customer.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.

iu
There Is no part of the home, that should receive more attention,
equipping the same, than the kitch en.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happiness of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking Is Indispensable.
An
date appliances, for, "That which tohousehold, uses
day Is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," In this progressive world,
and this- applies to the kitchen.
It you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be oh vious.

Dvcf coats

, An Institution giving an intensely practical education.
8npported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasant
ly situated in its own gronnds of 400 acres in the beautiful

TO

Mcsilla Valley.

Four full
in agriculture, maculate arts,
college count
domestic science and general science; short course In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $0,000 worth ot equipment. A faculty

MAKE ROOM FOR

up-to-

OUR NEW SPRING

GOODS

Men's $12.00 Suits for $8.00
Men's $10.00 Suits for $5.75
Men's $18.00 O'coats $13.50
Men's $20 Raincoats $14.50

230 students now In attendance.
Military Instruction by an officer ot the U. 3. Army.
Large parade an . athletic

of 30 Instructors;

grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
N. M.

Col!ke,

Timely Suggestions

Closing Out Sale on JpL
Ms,.
0mm
lien's Suits and

THE NEW MEXICO

(P. O.) Agricultural

PAGE FIVE.

3IEXICAN, KANT A FE, JN". M.

BAWTA FE NET

LEAVE YOUR MEASURE NOW FOR YOUR NEW SPRING SUIT. OVER 400
FROM THE BEST TAILORS ON EARTH. SUITS FROM $18.00 TO $50.00.

It Is Much Cheaper

Here ate a Few Suggestions

31:

IgHii--

"ROME

METAL WARE," TEA AND "BUFFALO" STEAM
COFFEE POTS.

Ti

'

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

"LA

CROIX"
KNIVES.

UNDERWEAR TO BE FOUND

Santa Fe ft

STEAK POUNDERS.

"DAISY"

ONLY AT THE

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD
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FIRST-CLAS-

Marnger.

Proprietor.

FEED STABLE

CARRIAGE SERVICE

S

GOOD SABDIfS HORSES

FINE R1G8

'PHONE 132.

niTV
law TnDlPC
iir'iia.iu

i

i
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Show tonight

Santa Fe Livery Stable
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THEODOttECORRICK

.

A

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST. J

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS

ACCOUNTS.

Don't miss that clever comedy "A
Race for a Widow" at the opera
house tonight
"A Race
for a Widow," which
comes to the opera house tonight is
said to contain all the elements for
It is a comedy
popular success
abounding In ludicrous situations with
an Introduction of bright specialties.
There is also, a heart story running
through the comedy with some telling
situations,
E. McXulty, practical plumber. All
jobbing promptly attended to. Leave
orders at Goebel's store.
Percy P. Knight, teller of the U. S.
Bank and Trust Company, today
bought from Miss Annie Graham
the lot Xo. 235, East Palace
Avenue, located between the resilience
property of Major R. J. Palen and a
lot of Mrs. Frankle E. Seligman. Consideration private. He will erect thereon a
brick res dence during the
next few months. Territorial Auditor
W. G. Sargent has completed his plans
for a fine residence on East Palace
Avoi'.ue adjoining the Staab residence
property on the west. Ground for the
house will be broken next month.
Tames C. McConvery, who purchased
the residence property at 425 East
Palace Avenue a few days ago Is makfor extensive Im
ing arrangements
provements both to house and orchard
preparatory to taking possession on
April

If you have any spare cash lying
around, make haste to place It in the
bank where It Is not only safe from
burglars and fire, but where It also
draws Interest.

1.

.

The Denver & Rio Grande train
was almost five hours late last even
ing. It waited at Antonito, Colorado,
on the main lino train
which was
delayed by a landslide in La Vets
pass. West' of Antonito it has 'been
snowing since Saturday night, and the
Denver & Rio Grande is completely
snowbound. That Indicates high wat
er in the Rio Grande River In a month
or so as the snow on the Rio Grande
watershed was deep already before
this last storm.
During the past week the local post
162
orders
office issued
money
amounting to $1,248.60, the highest
amount for any week thus far this
year. It paid 149 orders amounting to
the largest weekly
$2,110.19, also
number and amount for this year.
There were received $2,116.19 money
also a
order surplus remittances
weekly record breaker for 1907. From
money order drafts $200 was received
nmk'ng a total of $6,793.69, exceeding
any previous week's business by 20
per cent.
The following letters and postal
cards are held at the Santa Fe
for better address or postage:
Bob King, Big Springs, New Mexico;
Jesus Tarazon, Plnos Altos, N. M.;
W. E. Robbins, Agt., El Dorado, Kan
sas; Mrs. Hutberg, 1213 Seventh
-

Bury seeds In tbe grounds and tbey
grow and increase but cash i apt
to decrease very quickly If treated
In the same mamer. Plant your
money lu a safe bank and watch It
grow.
It gives a comfortable feeling to
that you have a crop of money
coming on. Start a savings account
.
and feel that way.
know

.

mmkism
LIVERY STABLE

post-offic- e

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now in Effect

Entering

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

CHAS. CLOSSOW.

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
'
; ."
1:20 p. m.
No.
arrives Santa
Fe 5:40 p. m.

DENVER A RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. Eastbound
leaves Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.
ATCHISON,

YOU'LL SHINE

IN

BDH

TOPEKA A SANTA
Branch.

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY.
Mothers who value their own comfort and the wjlfare of their children,
should never bo without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. They Break up Colds, Cure
Constipation,
Teething
Disorders, Headache and Stomach
Troubles. THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL- - Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c.
Don't accept any substitute. A trial
package will be sent FREE to any
mother who will address Allen S. Olm- stead, Le Roy, N. Y.

GRATERS "BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.
AND CAKE

POTS.

"LISK'S"
IMPERIAL
ROASTERS.
"PENINSULAR"

ENAMELED

RANGES.

Out Fittnittire Department Offers

........

....

Plumbing Depatment

83.

e

2

LEO

j

2

H EKSCH . . .
FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

Stop-over- s

.

4

SALT and sECDs.

4

4

2

MM

(Aire

AI IM1
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YOUR GOOD WILL

2

2

hai t

',

j i.

"Ty
tat

4

4

C CPTT'T

2

Watche,

2

2

SODA WATER!

Remington

Lamy.
No. 724 conects with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8

southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
'
Main .Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from "Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
Ifr from the south and No, 3, from the
east.

Com-'pan-

t Phone

........
......
..11:15 p. m.
Santa

Fe 8tatlon.
.. .. .. .. 8:15 a.m.
No. 722
.... .... 4:20 p. m.
No. 724.. .. .. .. ..
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west at

the Following Items:

The New Mexlcau Printing
has on hand a large supply ol MISSION LIBRARY FURNITURE,
OAK BUFFETS.
.writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, mer- MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINETS.
ARTISTIC HALL TREES.
chants and also for home use, which
.will be cleaned out at 10 cfiits a pound BIRDS EYE MAPLE BED ROOM
Oud cheaper If ordered in larger quan
SETS.
OAK CHINA CABINETS.
litips. TI.ese tablets are made from
!the odds aud ends of the best paper
obtainable, aud you are getting double
lyour money' worth when
buvlng
j

We take pleasure In 'placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any cf thp largo of our Plumbing Department, under the management ot Mr. J. Crowley
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece ol who has had wide experience In this sphere ot activity, in New York Clt
vork we turn out. Try our work once and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
V'e will be pleased to submit estimates on propose.! work.
Street, 11.; Mrs. Milferd, Otas, New and you will certainly come again. We
Mexico; and three postal cards with- have all tho facilities for turntng out
out address, signed as follows: "G. every class of work, Including one of
L. Wood," "Lovingly Abbie,"
and the best binderies In the west
"George."
.
LEGAL BLANK8.
Considerable activity is noticed at
(Continued from Page 4.)
the Glorieta railroad station on the
Santa Fe Railway In this county.
Many fence posts are being cut and
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
shipped as they find a very ready sale.
There Is also considerable business Vendor'9 Recorded Brand,
sheet.
tlono in furnishing mine props for the
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
Albuquerque and Madrid Mining Com sheet.
pany which buys everything in that
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han-idlline for its coal mines at Madrid. A
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorsheet,
large number of men are buay cutting ded Brand,
and preparing their fenco posts and
Authority to Gather, Drive and Hanmine props and many teams are en dle animals Not Bearing Owner's Re
sheet.
gaged in handing them to the Glorieta corded Brand,
Certificate of Brand,
station..
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
MORMON CONFERENCE.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Salt Lake CJty, Utah, April 5th and
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
6th, 1907.
For the above occasion the Santa Miscellaneous.
Sheriff's
Flexible Cover Pocket
Fe will sell tickets to Salt Lake City
and return for $30. Dates of sale, Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
WHOLESALE
March 30th to April 2nd, Inclusive. each.
75c
Compilation
Corporation Laws,
Final return limit, 60 days from date
ind
of gale.
on return trip each.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each,
within final limit.
RETAIL1
Contract Between Directors and
O. H. DONART, Agent.
sheet.
Teaohers,
BALERS f
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
LOS ANGELES AND SAN
Teachers'
sheet.
Monthly Report,
FRANCISCO AND RETURN
Prices.
April 20th to May 19th the Santa
On
or
sheet each
$ .05
Fe will sell tickets to Los Angeles and
Full Sheet, each
10
San Francisco and return for one fare
25
Sheets, per dozen
for the round trip $33.45 to Los An35
Sheets, per dozen
geles and $13.45 to San Francisco-fi- nal
THE ONLY tXCLUfclVI" RA!N HOUtI IN SANTA
C5
Full Sheets, per dozen
Ft, MEW MIXICO.
return limit July 31. For further
1.75
hundred
Sheets,
per
Information call on
2.5
Sheets, per hundred
G. H. DONART, Agent.
Full Sheets, per hundred
4.00
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for price.
On an order of 500 hundred
light housekeeping near Capitol build- blanks, customers' business card will
ing. M. C. Miller.
be printed under filing without extra
cost.
The New Mexican bindery is get-lr- Size of Blanks.
out some of the most artistic
Inches.
Sheet, 7x8
x 14 Inches.
binding In the Southwest, it is the
Sheet, 8
mot completely equipped binder?' lu Full Sheet, 14x17 inches.
the Rocky Mourtatn States south of
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-Signsmuch the largest asset w
em biuiawi. To haw our
la headquarters for legal blanks of all
Card Board.
kinds. The company makes a ppocialty
"Board"
.10c each
customers ay to their friasii,
tttUaeit ceis
in handling land office blanks, necesgpiti
"For Sale"
I0c each
in
In
homestead
entries and
mln
sary
10c each
"Lodging"
can be relied nyom" is ike rery
reeooaiesatici we can atrite
eral applications. Prices low, especi"For Rent or Sale"
25c each
ally In quantities. Circulars giving
"Board and Lodging",,.... 25c each
for XeliaMlity is oar watchword and eyery tale we make it closed
full Information furnish' in.
"Minor's Law"
,....50c each
50c each
"Livery Law"
only after the purchase proree entirely ittiafaetory. It U
peat
"English Marriage Laws" 60c each
satiff Actios to bxy at stem
Subscribe for the Dally New
iUm.
with
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 60c each
arti3s
mxiu
Smg
and get he news.
School Blanks.
it cw jiiaraiite
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Certificate
of Apportionment
of
Herewith are some bargains offered School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
by the Ntw Mexican Printing Com
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the sheet.
in
Jewelry, Diamond..
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Territory ot New Mext, 1897, sheei
Certificate
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
of Apportion,
sheat.
Contract for School Teacher,
Pleading forus, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- sheet.
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
HENRY KRICK
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
tola Agant For
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.76; full leather $3.50;
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
257 San Francisco Street
positively bring results
Mailt orders promptly attended to.
Montsiums Avs, tanti Fs, N. M.
Telephone No. ?8

Arrive at Santa Fa Station.
10:40 a. m.
...
6:60 p. m.

No. 721
No. 723. .V . .
No. 725.. .. ..

Depart from
No. 720.. .. .,

If you come to us for clothes, you need not be anxious
about your appearance. We sell Hart, Schaffner & Marx
,
clothes, and that means quality nd style.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

Some Exceptional Values in

able ths.i the telegraph.

!. SPARKS.

MEAS-

m

m

mm

BEAN

AND

GCUPS.

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

SELECT

Be-le-

KSXttS

URING

REAL BOSTON
J

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

COOK'S

MAKERS.

good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. U te the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Trinidad. Uaton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo, Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Teleinstruments connect
phone Company's
with the-- e places. Terms more reason-

RUST,"
ENAMELED WARE.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.
TO

A

Vi

IMPORTED

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED
MESH

DR. DEIMEL LINNEN

"ANTI

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

SAMPLES

EGG

Any Flavar You Deslra.
We will deliver Soda Water In an;
quantity to any pari of the city.
OITT BOITLINQ WORKS,
Telephone No. S8.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
--

in city.
The only
Second to none In Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths . . . . tl.BO
.25
Other Baths . . i
Pallors Located Weft Side Plait
W. H KERR, Pioprielot
first-clas-

typewriter5

s

...

A. W.

dpiegelberg- -

an

meiieaii Hares am Curios

Indian

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

Blankets,
OUR

TtjlS WEEH

OUR SPECIAL

SALE OF.

Ladles Mtfslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown in This City.
ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
from LAST 8EA60N.
Bntlre Line Sold at Eastern Retail Price

NO TJ3FTOVER8

j.ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

J

SANTA
I

Santa Fe Central

Fall.
Cause Many
"Thor be many slippery rounds on th'
ladder to success," mused the Janitor
philosopher, "but th' rounds av dhrlnks
Fre
are th' sllpperlst av awl."-Det- rolt
Press.

Rail-

way Company
TXlwIE

Some Crooks.
Some people prlfle themselves that they
Succeed where others fall,
By which they merely mean to say
They've never been li) Jail.
Catholic Standard and Times.

TABLE

JINGLES

St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific

JESTS.

AKD

Railway Company.

To Phyllis.
J ask not for a lock of hair,
O Phyllis, ero you go away,
Nor kiss to lighten my despair,
But, Phyllis, grant me this, I pray
Don't leave until the new cook's here, 0
Phyllis!
Have pity on our emptiness oh, All us!
Llppincott'a Magazine.

The line of Ms railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
Including the Koehler Branch, Is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.
M.,

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
The Long Fight.
"No," said Miss l'assay, with a deTralu
Dial, from
Train
North Bound
nth Bound
STATIONS
termined air, "I shall never marry.
No. .
Raton
1.
No.
of
It.
In
Favor
VII
Alt! Nu 2
No
9ttluui.
Tbnt is inevitably flxcd- ".Raton
Leave (a)
. Arrive
"Are you in favor of an income tax?"
80 p.
30 p. m.
of
"but
in
Miss
Tepprey,
"Yes," put
I 2'l l
p
Leave. . . .
Kc.Arr 7.IAH 5
Clifton...
01 p.
..Arrive
Lv...auta
"Yes. I'm not afraid of ever being
40 p. m.
4 30 p
6.0M
"
f. 26 p
course you will continue to struggle
Kautied?.,..
nerve
25
m,
8
p.
"
They wouldn't have the
p
caught
usual
Stiuley....
the Inevitable with your
.
.Preston
Arrive ..
13
Leave 11 40 a. m
4 00 p
" .... Jdorlarty ...
2 S' p
35 p. m.
to begin down low enough to catch against
"
6.1W
4 tfi hi
Moiutoin...
pluck." Philadelphia Press.
00 p.
,
a
me."
8.140
"
Chicago
p
oj
5
KltHIIOlU.,..
. Koehler June . Arrive
10 a. m.
Leave. . . .
20
20 p. m.
"
n ;ii t
8,lie 18 rO P
Wlllard....
.Koehler
23
30 a. tn.
Arrive
Arrive....
45 p. in.
Had To.
8 15 pi
Arr....Torrauo..Lw 8,47f 11 00
A Tip.
Leave
25 a. m.
Leave (c).
33
5 55 p. m.
.Vermejo...
"Why, Dick, it's lovely of you to let
An opulent fellow named Blnz
..Corrososo
..Leave
41
45 a. m,
Leave. . . .
m,
that poor boy ride on your sled! Is he 6 0 p. m.
Bald: "This game of draw poker begins
Freight, Passenger and Steamship
.
.Cimarron
25 a. m.
47
...Leave
Arrive. .
6 45 p.
And ends In a pile
a friend of yours?"
business.
Added to all the while.
mamma. But he said he'd kick
& Southwestern
No.
Train
"No,
Paso
El
with
Ry.
124,
Connects
Pullman berths secured by wire.
arriving
The game's only fun when you wins."
my slats in if I didn't let him, so I let in Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
Houston Post.
At Santa- Fe, with
Connections:
hlm."-N- ew
York Life.
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry, Train No. 123, leaving
'
Just Like a Trust.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Raila. m.
It.
You
as
if
Act
Dawson, N, M.,
Enjoyed
you had all
Mosely Wrnggs-S'po- siu'
way. At Kennedy, with Atchison, To& S, P. Ry, ,
T.
In
car
with
crowded
Connection
A.,
arise
When you
,
(a) Track
the money you wanted. Wot then?
peka & Santa Fe Railway. At TorAnd to a lady yield your place
with A T. & S. F. Ry.
Connection
Track
o'
want
I'd
more,
Long-Wareham
&
Southwestern
rance with El Paso
Don't let a frown your visage mar,
(b)
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
course. Atlanta Constitution.
But coax a smile to light your face.
System.
Boston Transcript.
(c) Track Connection with E. P, & S. W. Ry.
". 3. B. GRIMSHAW,
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
More About Willie.
General Freight and Passenger Agent,
Wrecks Didn't Count.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
Little Willie Lautenslager
Played with gimlet and with auger.
"Why don't you try to make yout
Willie's grandpa promptly floored him. railroad safe?"
Baying playful Willie bored him.
"Safe!" rejoined Mr. Cumrox. "Why,
Chicago Post.
It Is safe! It's one of the safest InPolar Sc?.s.
vestments I know of." Washington
Birds Know Detter.
Polar seas arc in every case
"They are taking birds for models Star.
than tropical.
"
Mail and Passenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
for nlrships."
A Mere Suggestion.
a bird takof
heard
never
"But
Roswell, N. M,, and Torrance, N. M,,
you
Running time between the two
Teeth.
blrdlcss
hat
I think tho
at
dally Sunday Included, connection points 5 hours, meals furnished
ing an airship for a model." New OrShort teoih denote a short life and
With only buds upon It
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
leans
Might properly be called,
Projecting
long tit'tli Hie reverse.
WANTED A first class
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated by
And well, the audobonnet.
tooth, nieau a greedy deposition, but
and
Women!
active
Harper's Weekly.
be
Must
Poor
sober,
the
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m,
honest,
Alas,
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CerJustice as it Wat Dealt Out In
tain Village.
Thp mayor of a village In a western
state, undev a law by which the mayor
Is also police judge, bad before him a
cnttle stealing case.
Two men had stolen two steers and
sold them to a butcher in the town for
the extremely low price of $37.
Now, the jurisdiction of this mayor-policjudge extended lu such cases
only to the limits of petty larceny,
which required that the stolen articles
be not of a value of more than $35.
Beyond this amount the magistrate
had to bind the prisoner or prisoners
over to the circuit court, subject to the
action of the next session of the grand
jury. Likewise, In cases thus beyond
his jurisdiction, the Judge got no fee,
and at this particular time, as at many
others, he needed the money.
AYlieu the evidence had all been adduced the case was as plain as the proboscis on nn elephant seen in profile.
The men had stolen the cattle, had sold
them for $3". No amount of questioning could make the butcher who had
bought them say that It was $34.50 or
any other amount short of the originally mentioned sum. Apparently no
mayor's fee was in sight.
Then the mayor thus summed up the
case:
"We have heard the evidence In this
case, and the duty of the court Is clear.
Those men stole the cattle. They sold
them for $37. Taking the mere prima
facie evidence and the bare letter of
the law, It would seem that It was a
clear and unmistakable case of grand
larceny. But I have decided to allow
the two prisoners $4 for driving the
cattle in to the market. This reduces
the selling price to $33, and I fine the
two prisoners each $20 and costs. The
News.
court is adJourned."-Chica- go
e

His Trouble.
In a small Georgia town live an old
negro couple, the support for both be
ing the wife. Uncle Zeke spends most
of his tijne fishing in the brickyard
pond, not that he expects to catch any
fish, but "des tor hab some harmless
'mnsenient, chile." Aunt Mary takes
In washing.
One day one of Aunt Mary's patrons
broached the subject to her and sug
gested that she should not encourage
her husband's laziness by supporting
him In idleness, but Aunt Mary
" 'Deed, honey, man ole man ain't
lazy," she declared; "It's des dem sci
entitle notions he dun got when he wai
at da college,"

"But what have scientific theories
got to do with his riot working?" the
lady demanded,
"(lot er whole lot ter do, honey,
Aunt Mary said, gathering up her
basket. "Yo' see, dem Ideas what Up
got was dut hit wasn't healthy tei
wuck after meals, an' he ain't been
able ter flgger out no way ter 'com
he gibs up eat
plish dat, not yet-'l- ess
In', an' course he can't do dat." Philadelphia Ledger.
Distressing Mistake!
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I bought a
here!
Customer-Lo- ok
bottle of your hair restorer last week,
and all I've got.for using It Is a couple
of large humps on my head.
od
Hnirdrivsser-tiogracious! I must
have given you a bottle of our bust developer lu mistake! London Opinion.
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Chatterton.
fragment of the handwriting of
Chatterton, the English poet, sold for
$153 In his native town of Bristol,
where he had died of starvation In his
seventeenth year.
A

30.

G. H. DONART,

6

he flew pjexicai
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Fooled the Fireman.
Half a dozen nremeu rushed into a
burning warehouse In New York and
stumbled over three women, expensive'
ly dressed, lying on the floor. When
they were rescued they turned out to
m lay figures.
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HE peu and Ink class were
working with their eyes on
their model and their ears
strained to catch the sound of
footsteps In the hull. It was criticism
day, and no one knew at what hour the
"muster" would appear; hence the una
sun silence and application.
The sudden opening of the door created a stir which amused the newcomer a tall young woman with a swinging, independent gait. "No, I'm not
the master," she announced with a
laugh, "but lie's just around the corner,
nntl Aldeu Is with him."
The model gave a slight start, and
her left hand moved involuntarily,
while murmurs of "Oh, Ze!" "Good!"
and "Wish he'd come every day I"
arose, followed by a "Sh!"
A watchful silence ensued, broken by
a grumble from the far corner. "Amy,
your expression Is wretched today."
"And there goes the curve of your
left arm!" exclaimed another. Then,
testily, "Amy, do sit still!"
The model, Amy Low, from the antique class, flushed faintly and resumed her lirst position. She sat
her right arm supported by the
carved chair back, her bead resting on
her hand, bringing a delicate profile
Into view.
"Girls, prepare to meet your doom.
He cometh!" rumhfed ZetelUi Brown In
a sepulchral voice.
There were footsteps In the hall and
the sound of voices, one high nud querulous, the other low aud distinct. The
door opened, and the master entered,
a short man with a
andyke beard,
which he Incessantly worried as he
tossed his merciless criticisms right
and left.
"If ever I saw a face of wood," he
'
began at the lirst easel, "it's right here.
How can you look at a face like that,"
pointing at Amy, "full of delicate
curves and sensitive lines, and then
produce such a thing as I his a face as
set as that of an Egyptian mummy?
Jiah! Look at It, Alden."
After the master had taken himself
and his querulous voice out of tho
room Mr. Alden lingered. His presence quiet, grave and reassuring was
an Inspiration to the class.
"I Just wish he were our critic!" exclaimed a tearful girl near Amy.
"Huh!" muttered Ze, whose easel
stood next. "Catch John Alden here
as regular critic! Ever been In his
studios? They're groat!"
The tearful girl had never visited
them, but Amy had. It was months
ago, when she first came to the city,
an ambitious, shy, painstaking worker
in the antique class, where Allien had
discovered her one day when he was
making the rounds of the room with
Van Horn. She retained a vivid recollection of that day. The two men had
Btopped behind her as she sat absorbed
In a drawing of Caesar's bust.
"Great Caesar!" Van Horn had
stormed. "lie would never recognize
himself If he should see his head on
your paper."
She dropped her pencil with a start
and turned to encounter not Van
Horn's fretful gaze, but the kind,
steady eyes of tho greater artist. And,
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away without u word,
"Oh, you little wretch!" breathed Ze,
seizing Amy's shoulders In an impatient hbake, but a glance at tho girl's
face caused her hands to drop. "If
ever I'm lu love," she confided to her
easel a moment later, "may the saints
preserve mo from Idiocy. Here Alden
hns left in a white heat, aud I wager
we don't see him again In n good

artist, whose eyes followed the Marlh;i
of his favorite painting.
"Alden doesn't favor our room its
oCteu ns lie does the iinllijne," hegnu
i'e, with affected uouc'liuliince. "I wonder why." She nave Amy's hand a Utile gque. "I ulsu wonder why he
came today. Ahem!"
''Ze, please don't tease; my head
aches so." Amy's voice ended In a

choke.
'
,
Ze opened her eyes widely at the
note of pnin In the other's tone. She
pursed her lips to whistle and then
thought hetter of It ns a girl emerged

"We'll leave that for him toVetUe. "All
I want of yon is to do thedeeenl thing,
and that Is, chaperoned by me me,"
with laughing emphasis, "you nre going iustanter lo his studio, explain the
mistake and nsk for tho togs which
make a Mnrtliu."
"Oil, Ze, I couldn't!" cried Amy, turning her burning face away.
Half an hour later Ze. the energetic,
disappeared. When she came back it
was to Amy's room, whore she busied
herself in the chitlicspress. "Here are
your wrap'!." came her inullled voice,
"and I've ordered a cab. It will be
here In live minutes, so you better
hustle!"
"Oh, Ze, how un unwomanly." Amy
whispered at Hie entrance lo the Ar
lington, ou the top floor of which were
the mudiiK
Ze pressed her lips togellier anil rang
for the elevalor. She was determined
not to give Amy an opportunity to
think, t'p they Hew to the top floor,
where Amy paused, in a smldou
of what she was doing, but Ze
hurried a'oMg lo a uertaiu door and
gave I a hasty rap, her eyes tiir.ied
back
wl'ore Amy stood like a startled wren ready for flight.
"Come in! ' shouted a familiar voice.
"Yon come out," muttered Ze Indistinctly, giving a louder rap.
The i!:r opened
and Alden
appeared. "Why!" he began, and then
with a change of voice ooiilinuoi.1;
'i'linlon me, Miss Brown. I thought
it wa Van Horn. Won't you"
Ze lii'envpfeil bint briskly, fasting
aa itppreiietislvi; ghtiice over her slioiil
uer. ".o,
ve brought
tlMim; you.
Miss Low nlong. and I think if you will
interview
you'll tind theiv has been
a mistake made licit no one U t blame
for." With this bald and direct st.il
ineut she ilise.'eetly withdrew around n
corn sr. having had the satisfaction of
seeing the artist turn dnvn the liai!
with a face as pale as Amy's own.
"What mistake. Miss Low:" he ask
ed, stopping a little distance from bcr.
Amy followed Ze's retreating ilgurc
with .startled oyct. "Why ;!ie found
the invitation only this mor.iii'g iu m
a WiWlobnskor- - mm"- - the girl pa died

while!"

She was right.
The days passed, aud the mall
brought no invilalion or explanation,
but still Ze steadily proclaimed, "I
believe it's sent anil has been lost."
"Tou know Mr. Alden will receive as
George Washington at the dinner, nud
in his Invitations he has assigned to
each of us tho character he wishes us
to represent," volunteered Miss Hall
the 21st of February as she showed
Amy a photograph of Alden's Martha
Washington picture which she had just
secured. "You ought to have been Invited, dear, as Martha."
Amy worked on steadily. "Some one
else will make a better I.ady Washington, no doubt," she replied quietly, but
she told herself passionately that no
one else had a rlht to be Martha.
Washington If certain Involuntary
words and actions on Alden's pnrt
meant anything. Then her head drop- pod In sudden shame that she had been
so unworldly wise as, to misunderstand him,
Washington's birthday found the
street
boarding house on
astir biter than usual, Ze did not open
her eyes until 10 o'clock, nud thed she
opened lliem on Amy with on offering
of bread and jam.
"You dear smuggler!" she nclaimed,
chewing valiantly at the dry bread.
"This Is the nectar of the gods. Long
live boarding houses! May they survive their bread crusts! Amy, I had
an idea In the small hours of the night,
anil I thought to treasure it, as such
Ideas are few, but
Oh, yes! Go and
bring your wastebasket to me."
Amy stared,
"Ze, you are not yet
awake, are you?"
"Very much awake aud wanting to
he obeyed. Go hence!" tragically.
Amy obeyed with u laugh which did
cot conceal the hollows under her eyes.
The basket proved to be full, containing a large number of unopened art
circulars. Ze, plunging among these
with awakened interest, suddenly uttered an exclamation.
"Eureka! I've found It! I've found
it! I was right after all. Hurrah!"
Slipped among tho leaves of ix circu
lar was n square envelope addressed to
Miss Amy Low in a big flowing hand,
With fingers which shook, Amy opened
the missive.
It contained a note be
sides the formal Invitation, u note
which brought the blood surging up on
her temples and a tremulous smile to

from the door of the life class and

swooped down on Amy, exclaiming:
"Oh, such hair! What n shnnie to
keep It done up properly. Vou ought
to leave it out like this all the time."
She turned Amy's face up and kissed
It impulsively. "Vou're a dear, anyway." The little country girl had won
a warm place in tho hearts of the art
Etudeuts.
"I',y the way, that invitation has arrived by this time, of

course?"

"Oh, no!" Amy tried to speak naturally. "1 am not Invited. Miss Hull.
Just because I'm a Daughter of the
nevolntlon doesn't make It uecessarv
for Mr. Aldeu to Include me."
Hut l supposed that you"
Miss
Hull slopped abruptly, but her expres
sion said more. She gave Amy u curl
ons backward glance ns she passed on.
io. m going home nud sleep off
my headache," exclaimed Amy hurried-lydropping Ze's arm. She spoke cheer
fully, but with averted gaze.
"Good

reall-zalb-

i

1

IMfty-secon- d

by."

"ftoodby," responded Ze, looking after her. To herself she said energetical
ly, "If John Alden has been (lifting
with that child, I shall"
She stopped,
not lieing able on the spur of tho mo
uient to think of a punishment severe
"Uut If eyes tell true tales
enough.
ids do whenever he looks ut her. Still
Ihnt matter Is queer."
She referred to the informal dinner
which Alden was giving to a few
Daughters and Sons of the Revolution on the evening of Feb. 2'2 aud to
which Amy had received no Invitation
"It has certainly been delayed. She
will receive it tonight," thought Ze.
mil me evenings mail Drought no
Invitation, mid the unconsciously pa
thetic look in Amy's eyes went
Straight to Ze's heart. After dinner
she repaired to Amy's, room and settled herself comfortably on the bed
"Now, hiy dear," she began, "being
three Inches taller, twenty-fivpounds
heavier imd four years older than you,
I intend to talk this matter over with
you whether you want me to or not. I
ciinuot believe that John Alden has
sllght'j.l you."
Amy smiled faintly and laid Kuskin
aside, "nut, Ze, the fact remains that
I nm not invited."
"I tell you," obstinately, "that I believe you nre. You are not only a
Daughter of tho Revolution, but you
are the dearest girl I know, and John
Alden no, I won't be shut off Alden
thinks so, too. If I'm big enough and
old enough and know enough to judge
thoughts, and I surely can judge a few
of his." Ze spoke with vigor and cone

I
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when the master had mutilated bcr
sketch aud passed on, John Alden, the
descendant of that other Alden of sterling character, remained and saved her
from utter discouragement concerning
her work.
Aldeu bad followed this with other
visits to the antique class, and then
she had sat for him, a demure Martha
Washington at her spindle la cap and
kerchief. Amy caught her breath as
he thought of those sittings, and now
Her time was up, and she arose pos
aessed of one idea to escape from the
room without encountering Alden, who
persistently lingered neur the eutranat.
With a feeling of thankfulness she saw
Ze gathering up her work preparatory
to leaving. Slipping over to her, she
whispered, "Ze, come down the corridor with me, won't you?"
"Important?" returned Ze, with good
natured carelessness, squinting at her
work.
"Very," returned Amy In a panic an
she saw Alden drawing neur.
She ni n her band lightly under tlw
rm of the taller girl, using her ns f
.Kreen until they were stifely past tt

i::ild

Al-

'PARDON MB, MISS BROWN,
t THOUGHT IT
WAS VAN HOBS."

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In'
blanV form by the New Mexloai
i

RECENT

her Hps. "Ze, be asks me to be Martha," she almost whispered without
looking up, "and wishes me to wear
the costume I wore when1 1 sat for the
picture." There was something else In
the note which Amy did not mention.
"And so you shall!" cried Ze. "It's
not too late."
Amy shook her head. "You forget,
Ze, that It Is noon now."
"That makes no difference!" cried the
'
"You
other, planning energetically.
have made the mistake, and It Is your
duty to fli things up the best way you
can. You owe It to John Alden,"
Amy glanced again at the last few
lines of the note and faltered. "If be
should have selected another Martha
by this time?"
"HubJ" exciaigiej 2 USbelleylngjy.
,

INVENTIONS.

The latest chair for the victim of seasickness has a movable seat vibrated
bj an electric motor, the sensation produced being much like that experienced
by the motorist. Surprising relief to
the sufferers is said to be given.
The chronomegnphone Is the scientific name given to a new apparatus Invented by M. Leon Gaumont of Paris.
A moving picture Is thrown on a
screen, and as the figures move the
chronomegnphone gives them speech,
We thus get a combination of einemat

TRAIN

AND

TRACK.

The railways of Malta are the slowest In tho world.
The Beyrut aud Damascus railway
crosses Mount Lebanon on a gradient
and
of one in twenty-twThis is one of tho steepest lines lu the
world.
A system of electric lighting for railroad cars bas been tested in England
which works automatically without
care or fresh supplies of any kind for
months at a stretch.
London now has six underground
electric railways (tubes) In operation,
and five more are under Construction
or projected. The railways of London,
underground and surface, carry more
than 600,000,000 persons each year, of
which underground lines accommodate
o

'

368,000,000.

one-bal- f.

SIFTINGS.

The earth is farther from the sun In
summer than in winter.
Lithium is the lightest substance iu
nature, with the exception of gases.
We call our day twenty-fou- r
hours,
but It Is really 23, hours CO minutes 5
seconds.
The earth's speed of travel round the
sun is about thirty times that of the
moon round the earth,
In the northern hemisphere there are
6,100 stars plainly visible to the naked
eye; In the southern 7,200 stars.
FLOWER

AND

TREE.

Plants that do not have drainage are
constantly losing their foliage.
There are reckoned to be at least
800,000,000 cocoanut trees. In existence
In full bearing.
Plants that are forced Into active
growth are almost certain to become
diseased later on.
For begonia blight pick off the leaves
that have a burned appearance and
burn them, then sift sulphur well over
the plants to kill the blight.
The Great Pyramid.
The greatest pyramid in the world Is
that of Cheops of the Glzeh group. It
contains 89,000,000 cubic feet of masonry, Is 451 feet high, and the total
weight of the stone In this mammoth
monument has been estimated as over
0,000,000 tous.
Cautious Judgment.
"Charles, who gave you that cigar?
Is he a friend of yours?"
v C'lmrlea- -I don't kuow yet. I haven't
lit

'."- -.
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Express.
General Express Forwarders

Miss Amy Battersby, now eighty-tw- o
years old, is still teaching In an English Sunday school at Falkirk, where
she began to teach In 1839. Her class
now meets at her home.
Miss Elizabeth Schober of Chicago
Is a young woman, being considerably

under thirty years of age aud possessed of an artistic temperament and a re
fined and gracious manner, yet she is
the business manager of the Bush Tern
pie theater.
Lady Frances Balfour, one of the
best known of the supporters of the
movement for woman suffrage In Eng
land, Is one of the daughters of the late
Duke of Argyll aud was married In
1879 to Eustace Balfour, brother of
Arthur and Gerald Balfour.
Baroness Elizabeth von Rosen, the
daughter of the Russian ambassador,
it Is said, iu many ways resembles Mrs.
Nicholas Longworth, the vivacious
daughter of President Roosevelt. The
baroness, who Is eighteen years of ago,
Is an ardent horsewoman, an expert
golfer and a fearless chauffeur.
A little old lady, clean, neat and re
lined, wearing the regulation white
linen bonnet and piuk shawl of the
workhouse, is now an inmate of Strand
Union, Edmonton, England. She was
formerly Miss Lennox Gray, the beautiful and talented woman who played
the part of Genevieve de Brabant in
the opera of that name. She can still
sing and play, but is much broken with
age and misfortune.

"
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Eski-Sheh-

If ou cannot afford to say for a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
'ew Mexican Review and get the
ream of the week' doings. It is
good paper to send to your frienda

Company

lie Miss Brown,"

ex-

In Norway all titles of nobility were
abolished iu 1821.
In Russia, Austria and Greece ladies
never sit lu the pit of a theater.
The oldest known English picture is
one of Chaucer, painted on panel in
the year 1IIS0.
An unusual clause in tho lease of a
Chicago opera house provides for the
payment of its rental in pure gold.
Tho best meerschaum comes from
in Asiatic Turkey. Five
hundred and fifty thousand pounds are
exported thence yearly.
Agents from Santiago are in Japan
to encourage emigration to Chile. Forty acres of land are offered to each
settler by the government; also a yoke
of oxen, farm implements and $15 a
month in cash for the first year.

...
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the wall, looking
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DAUGHTERS.

Mrs. Rose Lewis receives a salary of
$15,000 a year for directing the culinary affairs of the Cavendish hotel In
Loudon.
Miss Rose Carey claims to have been
the first waitress in Boston. Sixty-eigh- t
years ago Miss Rose assisted the
cook lu an oyster house on Union

GLEANINGS.

Later, nfter she had tucked Amy Into
bed ns tenderly as she would a child.
sh brushed her hair rapidly to nu ac-

BTKB

ii',':iin.-:- t

AND

den. wilh a ring in bis voice which carried the words to Ze.
"Hut if you have invited anothei
Lady Washington"
"1
Alden.
havcu'l."
interrupted
"There's junt mie Lady Washington 'for
me yon have read my note- - Amy not ogroph and phonograph.
only for tl:e dinner louight, but for nil
Hudson Maxim, the Inventor, bas
time. Will you come':"
concluded experiments from which he
HM,
wmsperoii .iny, nut iwe
asserts that the range of naval torpeAlden's outstretched hands. does will be doubled und naval warblushing. "I must go And Ze," she fare revolutionized. The Invention is
said naively, hurrying down the hall.
a self propelled torpedo, which is driv
Alden laughed happily and followed.
en by steam generated In the burning
' A.l
right. I want (o line Miss Brown by explosives carried within the tormyself and ask for the honor of shak- pedo In concentrated form.
ing hands with her."

viction.

companiment of half indlguiint, half
amused thoughts: "Believes she has
been unwomanly and forward with
The shy little thing!
himl
She
couldn't do a forward thing If she
tried. No, I believe the invitation has
gone astray, and 1 do hope she gives
him a chance to see her around the Institute."
This hope was destroyed the very
next day at the door of the antique
room, w here Ze and Amy encountered
Alden. He removed bis hat, with a
bow lu Ze's direction, but wltb his
eyes on 'Amy's face, from which all
warmth had tied.
,
"I have been looking at your work
on Cicero's head, Miss Low," be began.
"Will you allow me to add a few
lines?"'
Ze had not believed Amy's manner
could be so formal and cold. "Thank
you, but 1 have just thrown that
sketch aside. I nm beginning another."
The muscles about Aldeu's mouth
tightened. With a quick movement he
swuug qn his. hce bowed aud walked

back

up. timidly "ho made me ome to
plain and- "-
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Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasirg Wells
Fargc
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS"
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Cer.ac'a. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
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Typewriter
renders double the service

jjpj

The New Mexican Trinting
Cnmpany claims to do the beat
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grados of printing and
lunding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littl
hetter than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in thf
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the prioa
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; comrauticute with (he ComAddress The Nw
pany in regard to the next lot of printing.
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU UND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MOEfi
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE TESY gAVJ!
IIMI, AND TIME IS HONIY TESM 94 Y&.
PRICE-LIS-

T

. . (3
Stamp, not over 2 J inche loag
Each additional line on name etzvat, 10.
e
Stamp, over 2J and not cw 8 inchea lonj. .t'k
Each additional line on me atamp, 1
0u-li:Stamp, over 3 and not over I iachet loaj. ...t$?
Each additional line on urn bwf, I0e,
Oae-lii- ,e
S
Stamp, over 6 inches lon;, pei iack
Each additional line, sanw friet.
Curved lines on Stamp count u two line
Boider of all shapes, under 3 inche hug way, IS exir
Larger sizes at proportionate snci.
.Where type- used i nver one naif inch ut airs, w eharg-lf
for onfi
inch o? frustipm.
xor each
DATES, ETC.
51. 50
Ijocal Pater, any town and d&te for ten ysm
K0e
Ledger Dater. month, dy tzi year in finch
IS
iine
Dater
Regular
Defiance or Model Band Dst
?1.I0
Fac Simile Signatures, EiibbcT Stamp a&d Wc-ti- Cat, l.G
1 !
Pearl Chwk Protector , .
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
tic; SJi4i, life; HW,
lixtl 10c; 8x3i5 15c;
One-lin- e

ODe-lin-

......
de

one-ha-
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FRESCPtlFTIOSriS

FILLED
foe&asid. Pharmacy

B7 The

Leave Yoor Orders With Us and Notice How Promptly Yo Receive Them. Qoick Service Oa Specialty.
BAIE1S,

GI0CEfS,

BUTCljEPyS!

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
250 San Francisco Street.

No.

No.

rocery Telephone

Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

4.

BLUE

SWEET PEAS.

GRASS.

We are offering genuine Kentucky
An;- one can raise sweet peas. Time
to plant them. We have them mixed Blue Grass at 20c per pound.
Blue Grass Seed is scarce and high
and separate colors, 5c per ounce, 50c
this year, but we have not raised our
pound.

per

price.
KRAUT

FRESH VEGETABLES.

AND DILLPICKLES.

We are receiving a number of shipWe have secured a new supply of
of
ments
lot
nice
a
have
and
weekly of fresh lettuce, celery,
pickles
spinage, parsley, etc. Our fountain
fresh made sauer kraut.
quart. keeps them in very fine condition. Try
Dills, 2 for 5c. Kraut 12
us on fresh vegetables and note the
crlspness.
CRANBERRIES.
ORANGES.
Have a bargain lot of cranberries.
California navels are now much
They are in fair condition. Quart 10c.
sweeter than earlier in the season.
We have a nice line of all sizes, rangAPPLES.
ing from 25c to S0c per dozen.
dill

c

Local apples aro

pretty

well out of

CANNED

FRUIT.

ELKS DANCE
TERRITORIAL
SOCIAL SUCCESS
GRAND JURY REPORTS

Personal Mention.
(Continued from Page Four)
J. M. Sandoval and children, of Sandoval County, are in the Capital on a
visit to friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Sears, of Ogden,
Utah, have been in the city several
days and are domiciled with Mrs. Davis on the south side. Mr. Sears is a
sheep raiser, principally In the line
of improved bucks and high grade
rams. He has come here for the bene
fit of his health, suffering from bronchial trouble and has already expertenced benefit. If he finds a suitable
location he may settle In the Terri-to- r
W. B. Childers, of Albuquerque, one
of New Mexico's leading attorneys, Is
here on legal business.
Superintendent H. H. Johnson, of
the Jlcarllla Apache agency at Dulce,
who has been here for a week on business before the U. S. District Court,
returned to his northern home this
morning via the Denver & Rio Grande
He was accompanied by
Railroad.
Ralph Aspass, principal farmer at the
agency and three Indian policemen.
Mr. Aspass and the three policemen
had been summoned here as witnesses
before the U. S. grand jury.
Mrs. M. B. Stockton, wife of Councilman Stockton, of Colfax County,
who has been with her husband a
guest at the Palace tor the past
month, returned to her Northern homo
this morning. Mrs. Stockton enjoyed
her visit here greatly and became very
popular with the Santa Fe ladles who
met here. She will be very pleasantly
and kindly remembered here.

'

So Far It Has Returned Eleven Indictments and Four No True Bills
Petit Jury Called for Monday.

District Court for the First Judical
District continued in session at the
court house this morning, Judge John
R. McFie presiding and Clerk A. M.
Bergere at his post.
This morning the Territorial grand
Jury reported eleven indictments and
four no true bills. The Jury Is still In
cession.
The United States grand jury is expected to submit Us final report toN
morrow morning.
Francisco Romero, who was Indicted
for horse stealing appeared before
Judge McFie and pleaded guilty to the
charge, the court sentencing him to a
term of one year in the penitentiary.
Romero's case is a peculiar one and
the facts were unknown to the court
until after sentence had been passed
when the prisoner made a statement.
He said that he had sold a horse to
one Barros for the sum of $25, giving
Barros a bill of sale. Barros promised
to pay him for the animal, but never
did and, after making repeated demands on Barros for the purchase
price of the horse, Romero finally
went and took the animal back. Up
to the present time he has never received a cent for the horse. It Is very
likely that the prisoner will be pardoned at onco, as it is said that the
jury, together with the trial judge and
district attorney will sanction a petition to the Governor, recommending
executive clemency in the case.
The petit Jury of the Territorial District Court has been called for Monday, when the trial of cases will be
commenced.

We have a nice lot of
lit; market.
New stock of California canned
San Juan County apples which we are
The price
selling at 4 pounds for 25c. By tie fruit Is now on sale.
(Continued from Page Five.)
bushel box, Baldwins, Ben Davis, and ranges from 15c up as to quality and
nice
We
have
particularly
Missouri
$2.00.
variety.
Pippins
Wlllbridge,
cents per
Mrs. W. K. Garrison will receive
$1.75.
peaches and pears at 22
can. Good ones 20 .euts. Sliced apri- informally tomorrow afternoon for WATER STRUCK ON
cens.
Mrs. J. H. Garrison, of St. Louis, MisDATES AND FIGS.
cots, peeled and sliced 22
ARMENDARIS GRANT
souri.
Lawson Lowe, of Las Cruces, has
SUGAR CORN.
Imported Layer Pigs, per pound 25c.
Several Good'Wella Have Been Drilled
25c.
Corn on the cou In cans is rather taken a position as stenographer In
Washed Figs in 1 lb. boxes
on Joronado del Muerto By Big
the
under
J.
office
it
Territorial
the
of
have
12
We
a
Secretary
California Figs, In packages
novelty.
Cattle Company.
Is
W.
The
very
15c Ferndell Brand.
quality
California Layer Figs
Raynolds.
40
cents.
Price per can
25c good.
Two pounds best Dates
Numa Raymond, of Las Crucea, who
spent the past few days In this city
NEGRO WANTS
on
business states that water
TO BE MAYOR has legal
been struck in wells that are now
being dug for the Vlctorlo Land and
Joshua Wallace Voohies Would Be- Cattle
Company, the owners of the
come Independent Candidate In
Armendarls Land Grant in which n
Kansas City, Kansas.
great part of the Jornado del Muerto
U Included.
$8.75
Kansas City, March 13. Joshua
Geuuine Csrrillos lump, ton. $6.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
For many years it was thought that
Wallace Voohies, a negro, has filed a the stretch of mesa land on the east
$5.75 j Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
Monero lump
.
.
Four-foo078
.$3.50
of
t
his
members
wood, per crd.
$5.50 J
Raton lump
petition signed by
side of the Rio Grande between Sfl"
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75
race, with the city clerk In Kansas Marclal and Rincon and bounded on
City, Kansas, asking that his name the west by the San Cristobal and
be placed upon the ballot for mayor Caballo Mountains and on the
east by
upon the Independent ticket to be the San Andreas Range was absoluteNo. 85.
S.
'Phone
F.
T.
GarHeld
A.,
Depot.
Ner
At.,
Iimi'l:
voted at the coming municipal elec- ly waterless. The mesa Is about
sixty
tion.
miles from north to south and from
Voohies was born a slave in Nashtwenty to thirty miles from east to
ville, Tennessee, just before the close west and on account of the
scarcity
of the Civil war. He has been a memof water thereon was called by the
ber of the police force and deputy Mexicans "Jornado
del
Muerto,"
street commissioner and is now In
"Journey of Death."
business for himself. He declares that
Mr. Raymond states that a great
he expects to win.
supply of very fine water was struck
in a well at what Is called Watts
Bend, on the old overland stage road,
APPALLING NUMBER
six miles
of the old MexiOF EXECUTIONS can town ofsoutheast
Paraje, at one time quite
an Important trading and stage point,
In Russia as Result of Drumhead but
today nearly deserted. The point
s
Averaged Five Per is called Watts Bend from an episode
and
764.
Totalled
Day
that occurred there In 1804 when a
stage coach was attacked at that
St. Petersburg, March 13. Statispoint by hostile Apaches and Dr. John
tics published today regarding drum- Watts one of the
passengers and then
s
head
show that up to a well known citizen of the TerriMarch 5, when their activities were tory was killed
by them.
35 suspended by the premier, owing to Indications that
BUILDING. Day
DUDROW'S
water will be
the opening of parliament, seven hun- struck In another well that is now bedred and sixty-fou- r
persons had been ing dug about twelve miles southeast
am executed, an average of almost five of Watts
Residence No. 108, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa' we Avenue, Night
point on the Jornado are
dally. The majority of the executions very good and this Is also the case
Sunday Telephone No. 142.
occurred in the Poland and Baltic at several other
points.
provinces.
The Armendaria land grant has been
fenced and is being . used by the
CONVICTED OFFICER
Victorio Land and Cattle Company as
MUST SERVE 8ENTENCE a cattle
Should watjer be
ranch.
Leavenworth, Kan., March 13.
struck in other places on the grant
REMIN6T0M
United States Judge Pollock todav It will become one of
the most valudenied the application for a writ of able
Tanges In the Territory as grass
habeas corpus In the case of
is In abundance and very fine all over
TYPEWRITERS
George K. Klrkman on his con- the mesa.
tention that his two sentences for
"conduct unbecoming an officer and WOMEN CARRIED FROM
gentleman" of which he was convicted
NEW MEXJCAh KHXTIS CO
BURNING. FACTORY BUILDING
by a
were concurrent
Klrkman has still seven months to
New Brunswick, N. J., March 13.
8 serve In the federal prison at Fort
The big wallpaper factory of Janeway
Leavenworth.
& Carpenter was damaged by Are toSanta Ptj. fL A.
1
day to the extent of $200,000. Many
FOOTBALL WILL
women employes were overcome by
CONTINUE AT HARVARD fright and were carried from the
Boston, March 13. The Harvard building, by firemen. All escaped
overseers decided today in favor of
the continuance of
athletes. Including football at the Uni- ARCHIE ROOSEVELT '
versity, under certain restrictions, esON ROAD TO RECOVERY.
pecially with reference to the profesIT DOESN'T COST ANYTHING
sional coaching system and managewas
Washington, March 13. It
ment of contests.
stated at the White House today that
TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
Archie Roosevelt had a good night
TRAIN INTO WASHOUT
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
and was making steady progress toTHIRTEEN PERI8H wards recovery.
Johannesburg, Transvaal, March 13.
"Weet
Dr. Adam Jameson,
NATIONAL BANK FOR
of public lands, was killed together
TOWN OF LAKE ARTHUR.
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
with twelve other persons at midnight
last night In a wreck of a train at
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
RoBwell, N. M March 13.
Alkmaar on the Delagoa line due to
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
h3 been granted by the
a washout.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
of the treasury to the First Na
The
tional Bank of Lake Arthur.
WANTED Girl to wash dishes. bank will be organized at once and It
FIVE SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS FOR FIVE CENTS
Apply at 117 East Palace Avenue, be- Is expected that It will be In operatween 3 and 4 p. m.
tion within a few weeks.
t
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COAL f WOOD
CAPITAL COAL YAED.
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Undertakers and
Embalmers

Court-Martial-

All Kinds of

Picture Framing

court-martial-
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The Dlggeit Curio Store in the

You

Can't Miss the Place

J. S. CANDELARIO,
THE CURIO MAN.
JC

San Franclaeo
-

-

Street

Look for tha Old Moxioan

v

V

Cart

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

mim

i0"' !.an-iv-

e

"I was a total wreck," writes Mrs. Beulah
Rowley, of Champoeg, Oregon, "from pains I had
suffered, for 4 years, every month. Sometimes I
would be unconscious for 12 hours at a stretch. I
did not know that anything could stop the pain
entirely, but Wine of Cardui did. I advise all
women suffering with painful periods to use Cardui and be relieved."

The dance given last night at the

Palace Hotel by Santa Fe Lodge No.
B. P. O. Elks, was a social success. It Is estimated that two hundred people attended. The large dining room of the hotel was transformed
into a very attractive ball room, being decorated in red, white and u'ue-Thprogram consisted of twenty numbers and It was after 2 o'clock when
It does this by regulating the functions and
the dancers departed for their homes.
During the intermission refreshments
toning up all the Internal female organs to health.
were served. One of the features of
It is a pure, specific, reliable, female remedy, with
the affair was the excellent music furnished by Morrison's orchestra, and
a record of 70 years of
which was composed of nine pieces.
FREE ADVICE
The committees in charge of the
Writ
success. It has beneI lettar describing all
dance were as follows:
symptoms, and w. will sen ya
yar
Free Advice, In plain sealed envelop.
fited a million others.
Entertainment
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department.
Committee
A. L.
The Chattanooga Me4lclneC., ChattaMorrison, Jr., chairman; Frank Owen,
nooga, Tcnn.
Why not you? Try it.
Edward Ehle.
Reception Committee N.L, King,
Sold by Every Druggist in
chairman; Dr. J. A. Massie, A. B.
Bottles.
Renehan, O. C. Watson, C. V. Safford,
Arthur Seligman, G. W. Prichard,
William Sargent, C. W. Fairfield,
Frank E. Nudlng, Charles Haspelmath.
Floor Committee
Edward Ehle,
chairman; J. W. Raynolds, R. H.
Hanna, Dr. J. M. Diaz, W. E. Martin.
Decoration Committee Frank Owen,
chairman; H, C. Hamlll, A. J. Griffith,
MEET cTWE AT
v. K. Herdon, Jose D. Sena.
NEW ELECTION
Refreshment
Committee
A.
J.
Fischer, chairman; T. P. Gable, Frank
REPORTED
Sturges, Carl Bishop, H. C. Yontz, S.
G. Cartwrlght, Henry Krlck.
PARLOR8
AND POOL
BILLIARD
Music Committee A, L. Morrison,
One.)
from
Page
(Continued
chairman; Americo Dlgneo, Julius
,
Choice Line of
J, L. Seligman, J, D. Ijoreni-o-, assistant
superintendent of public inL. F. Montenie, J. A. Dais.
TOBACCO
AND
CIGARS
struction. The Council confirmed the
AT THE
appointment. The Council also passNumber
ed Council Joint Resolution
LEGISLATIVE
POINTERS.
7, extending the thanks of the legislature to the officials of the ReclamaEAST SIDE
tion Service In charge of the Hondo
Best place to spend the evening in
It is reported In Legislative circles
then
Council
The
v
adjourned
Santa Fe.
that Colonel H. H. Betts of Silver City, project.
untU10:30 o'clock Thursday.
PLEASURE.
AT
PLAY POOL
may be appointed treasurer of the
THE HOUSE.
in
H.
of
J.
Territory
Vaughn,
place
36th Day Afternoon Session.
the present incumbent who has very
March 13.
successfully and ably filled this office
Pursuant to adjournment the House
for eight years. It is not known that met at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon,
Colonel Betts would accept If the ofSpeaker Baca presiding. The chapfice Is tendered him as this would neBILl PROVISIONS
lain offered the invocation and the
cessitate his moving to Santa Fe chief clerk read the roll all answering
which he does not care to do.
present except Mr. Sanches of San
(Continued From Paae One.i
A number of bills were InMiguel.
There is considerable gossip con troduced by unanimous consent. The
Territorial
appointments principal feature was a report by the county. The other counties Included
cerning
which aro to be sent to the Legislative Joint Committee on Election law fav- In this list of appropriations are Taos
Council at an early date by the Gov- oring the passage of a new election $1,000; Rio Arriba $1,000; Sandoval
Socorro
$2,000;
ernor. It is said that E. C. Newcom- law containing 171 sections. This bill $2,000; !, Valencia
er, of Albuquerque, present clerk of was made the special order for Mon- $2,000; Sierra $2,000; Dona Ana $2,000;
Appropriations for the Capitol are
the Territorial penitentiary, has filed day at 10 a. m., and will be considan application for appointment as trav- ered in committee of the whole at as follows:
Employes 13,440; fuel and light
that time.
eling auditor.
in
A full report of the House proceed- $1,070; water $900; new desks
and
Council
and
House
$1,200;
repairs
in
tomorrow's
be
will
published
ings
' "
MARKET REPORT,
improvements $2,500,
Xew Mexican.
Under the heading of land commission the following appropriations are
MONEYS AND METALS.
COLORADO VISITED
maiio:
New York, March 13. Money on
cent.
BY FIERCE GALE Commissioner public lands $2,400;
call strong and higher, 415 per
office expenses and clerical assltance
New York, March 13. Prime mercantile paper, C01-4- ; silver, C8
Trains Were Delayed and Roofs $3,000; extra clerk hire and incidental
expenses $502.18.
Blown Off Freight Cars Strange
New York, March 13. Lead quiet,
M.
David
Territorial
Engineer
Pueblo.
Near
Phenomena
C6:30.
White is Included in the bill with an
St. Louis, March 13. Spelter firm
of $150 for office rent,
0.8(1
Trinidad, Colo., March 13. Incom- appropriation
incurred previously
water
and
25.75.
25.37
Arm
light,
Grande
on
Rio
Copper
the
ing passengers
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
from Pueblo and Denver today report to receiving quarters in the Capitol.
Besides small deficiencies In the vaNew York, March 13. Atchison, that the trains shook as though in an
rious departments, a number of other
90
pfd., 95.
the
while
rounding
rocky
earthquake
minor appropriations are made but
New York Central, 1171-2- .
point near Cucharas, 16 miles south
122.
of
as
Pennsylvania,
the result of high winds those given above are the principal
Pueblo,
one.s
Southern Pacific, 82
yesterday. The trains were obliged
A careful study of the above figures
Union Pacific, 1451-2- ; pfd., 87.
to proceed at a snail's pace through
fear of being blown from the track. and of the necessities which prompt
Amalgamated, 99
Steel, 371-8- ; pfd., 99
One passenger said many box cars lost their being included In this bill, will
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
their roofs and that several had been substantiate the statement that the
bill while liberal, should pass the
Chicago, March 13. Wheat May, derailed.
771-2- ;
The train over the Rio Grande, due Council as It now stands.
July, 781-2- .
Corn
May 4C
July, in this city at 11:10 a. m., was on
4(3
40
time at Cucharas, but, owing to the FAIR AND WARMER
Oats- - May 40
SAYS WEATHER MAN.
July, 36
delay at that point was several hours
Pork May $16.00; July, $16,221-2- .
The forecast Issued today by the lolate In reaching this city. Colorado
Lard May $9.15; July, $9,221-2- .
Southern train No. 8,
due cal weather bureau is fair weather toRibs May, $8.90; July, $8,971-2- .
here at 8 a. m., was over an hour late night and warmer in south portion
WOOL MARKET.
with fair and warmer weather Thursowing to the force of the wind.
St. Louis, March 13. Wool steady,
The gale in Colorado was as bad as day. Yesterday the maximum., temat any time during the winter, and perature was 55" degrees at 2:35 p. m.
.
unchanged.
LIVE STOCK.
the air has been filled with dust since and the minimum temperature 33 deChicago, March 13. Cattle Re- midnight. No damage was done here. grees at midnight. The mean
hours
for the twenty-fou- r
ceipts, 19,000; steady. Beeves, $4.15
Only Unpleasant Here.
,
The only effect of the gale in Santa was 44 degrees. The mean relative
6.85; cows and heifers, $1.655.25;
stackers and feeders, $2.755.00; Tex-an- Fe yesterday afternoon was that It humidity was 32 per cent The lowwas unpleasant owing to a fine dust est temperature during last night was
$4.154.75; calves, $6.007.25.
Sheep
Receipts, 15,000; strong. which filled the air. The maximum 22 degrees and the temperature at C
Sheep, $3.75G,00; lambs, $4.757.95. velocity of the wind, according to the a. m. today was : 24 degrees. The
Receipts, 10,000; Including 400 South- local weather bureau was 38 miles per maximum velocity of the wind yesterhour at this point
erns; steady. Southern steers, $3.76
day was 38 miles per hour from the
Southern
5.25;
southwes
cows, $2.754.25;
stockers and feeders, $4.505.25; bulls DEFECTIVE FLUE
CAUSED SMALL BLAZE.
$3.004.52; calves, $3.007.00; West-eLast evening about 5:30 o'clock the
feil Bteers, $4.005.80; Western fed
cows, $3.004.50.
fire, department was called to the
OR. DIAZ'
Sheep Receipts, 8,000; steady. Mut- home of Mrs. Scbnepple on Guadalupe
tons, $5.006.8O; lambs, $7.007.65; Street to extinguish a small blaze in
W
Cor. Water St. ltd Oaspar Ave.
range wethers, $5.406.75; fed ewes, the roof of the dwelling, which had
8
MEXICO
SANTA
NEW
FE
The
$5.006.50.
Ignited from a defective flue;
Omaha, Neb., March 13. Cattle-Rece- ipts, fire was put out before it had done any
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
The loss was
7,600; 10c lower. Cows and perceptible damage.
g
STEAM HEATED.
heifers, $2.504.60; Western steers, nominal and is covered by Insurance,
?
$3.25g5.00; Texas steers, $3.004.25;
S
ALL MODERN C0NVENI
cows and heifers, $2.25 4.00;
ITALIAN VILLAGE
ENCES FOR SICK
DESTROYED BY FIRE.
$2.004.00; Blockers and feed-erPEOPLE.
$3.005.00; calves,' $3.006.60;
Milan, Italy, March 13. Two thoubulls, $2.7504.60.
sand persons were made homeless to8heep
strong. day by a fire which destroyed the
Receipts, 10,000;
PRICES:
$14 lo $50 per Week.
Yearlings, $5.756.50; wethers, $5.25 greater part of the village of Borsano
n rayniem imaiamj in aui.uic,
5.75; ewes, $4.755.50; lambs, $6.75
this city.
4 GO,
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Two Hundred Were Present Excellent Music One of Features
of Evening.
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